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This document describes the computer program L216 (DUBFLX), and contains the 
following: 
Summary of analytical development 
Outline of the program structure 
Specification of information necessary for execution of the program 
0 Control cards 
0 Required resources 
0 Input data 
Description of program output 
Listing of program restrictions 
Listing of error diagnostics 
Description of sample problem 
Program L7.16 computes three-dimensional, subsonic, unsteady aerodynamic 
characteristics for arbitrary configurations that can be modeled as combinations of 
lifting surfaces and slender bodies. Input to the program consists of configuration 
geometry and aerodynamic condition specifications read from cards, and modal data, 
which may be either read directly from cards or interpolated from arrays of modal 
coefticients read from an externally developed magnetic tile. 
Computations are based on a finite constant pressure panel concept, the doublet lattice 
method. The primary function of the program is to evaluate the kernel expression in the 
integral equation relating pressure and normalwash on lifting surfaces. If modal data is 
supplied, the geometric normalwash may be determined and pressures and generalized 
air forces calculated. The pressures may be integrated with appropriate weighting 
factors to produce normal forces, moments, and stability derivatives. 
Optionally the u8er may file for subsequent utilization, geometric data, matrices of 
normalwash factors (used in aerodynamic influence coeflicient-type calculations), and/or 
pressures and generalized force arrays. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Modifications necessary t,o satisfy the requirements of DYLOFLEX included: 
* Addition of modal interpolation routines 
8 Modification of input and output (contents and formats) 
. Improvement of internal documentation tcommentingl 
3.0 SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE 
























Reference area (length2). 
Local, reference chord length. 
Section normal force, moment coefficients. 
Normal, side force coefficients. 
Pitching, yawing, rolling moment coefficients. 
Pressure difference coefficient. 
Slender body pressure coefficients. 
Element of matrix of normalwash factors-lifting surface on lifting 
surface. 
Element semiwidth. 
Element of matrix of normalwash factors-slender body on lifting 
surface. 
Mode shape. 
Slender body off the plane-of-symmetry factor. 
Modal displacement. 
fi 




















Reference semispan (length). 
Aircraft velocity (lengthkec). 
Normalwash. 
Normalwash induced by slender bodies. 
Augmented normalwash. 
Surface coordinates; receiving point coordinates. 
Element length. 
Element dihedral angle (radian). 
Symmetry factor (Y = 0). 
Symmetry factor (Z = 0). 




Modal translational deflection. 
Streamwise derivative of the modal translational deflection = 
d@/dx. 
Axial line element. 
Slender body. 
Modal degree of freedom. 
Strip, box, line doublet elements. 
Leading edge. 
Receiving, sending elements. 
Reference. 
Superscripts 
(f-l Slender body. 
Differentiation, dldx. 
Matrix Symbols 
CJ Diagonal matrix. 
[I Rectangular matrix. 
0 Column matrix. 
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4.0 ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION 
A complete theoretical development is contained in reference 3 Pertinent equations and 
solution methods are discussed in this document in section 4.1 and applications in 
section 4.2. 
4.1 SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
4.1.1 EQUATIONS 
Consider a linearized representation of three-dimensional subsonic unsteady 
compressible flow. Given these assumptions, the velocity normal to an oscillating 
surface is related to the lifting pressure by the integral equation: 
W(X,Y,Z) =+-T], KW,Y-~,Z-~,O,M) ACp d( da 
LS 
(1) 
Discretizing the expression (i.e., assuming that the lifting surfaces can be approximated 
by segments of planes that are divided into small trapezoidal elements), the integral 
equation may be approximated as: 
w(x,y,z) = $1 ACps {J K(x-t,y-w-b M) d[ du (2) 
8 
A further approximation in the doublet lattice method is that the integration of the 
kernel expression in the streamwise direction is accomplished by lumping the effect at 
the 114 chord of each element: 
w(x,y,z) =$ C ACps A( ~-,K(x-[~ ,y-q,z-5,o.M) da 
9 /4 
(3) 
A set of linear algebraic equations may be formed from the relationships above and 
written in matrix form: 
b4 = PI w+I 
where a typical element of [D] is: 
Drs = $1 K(x-~~/~,Y-~),z-~,o,M) du 
S 
(4) 
If slender body interference effects are to be considered, the incremental normalwash on 
lifting surfaces in the presence of slender bodies is calculated using Woodward’s method 
of interference surfaces to determine lifting surface/slender body interaction effects. 
Proceeding analogously as with the preceding equations: 
wB(x,y,z) = 2$z ACZsRo,A5sKZ,(x-Za,,y-9aIz-ra,o,M) 
+ 11 AC~sR~sA5$Rys(x-~as,Y-?a,z-~a~w~M) 
2r s 
This system of equations may be written in matrix form: 
iwB] = [Fz]{ACz} + [FY]{ACY] 
where typical elements of the [F] are: 
1 
Frs = FmRo,A5sRrs (6) 
where A$ and ACz are components ofACptf), determined using slender body theory: 
ACpcf) = 27r(RfOw (f) + wcf)’ Ro/Z + ik, w(~)R~/c,) (71 
Then, for lifting surfaces with the effect of axial singularities introduced: 
iw,) = { W-WB] = b’] {ACP] (8) 
Equation (8) is the form used to determine pressure differences on lifting surfaces 
considering the interference effects of slender bodies. 
4.1.2 SOLUTION METHOD 
Procedure 
1. Matrices of normalwash factors [D] and [F] are determined using equations (4) 
and (61, respectively. 
2. Geometric normalwash for slender bodies is specified and ACpcfl determined using 
equation (7). 
3. Normalwash induced on lifting surfaces by slender bodies is calculated using 
equation (5). 
4. Geometric normalwash for lifting surfaces is specified and combined with induced 
normalwash to form the augmented normalwash on lifting surfaces, wR 
5. Pressures on lifting surfaces are obtained by direct solution of equation (8). 
Evaluation of the Kernel Function Expression 
Landahl’s expression for a nonplanar kernel function is used. In order to achieve 
increased accuracy, the kernel is separated into two parts: the steady component which 
may be integrated directly, and the unsteady increment which is evaluated 
approximately by fitting the kernel expression with a parabolic function and 
integrating analytically. In steady flow, the line of doublets is equivalent to a horseshoe 
vortex whose bound portion lies on the M-chord line of the element. 
Normalwash Boundary Condition 
The boundary condition is merely the substantial derivative of the surface deformation, 
and for harmonic motion: 
(9) 
where 
[4] = mode shapes which define translational displacements in the y or z 
direction 
[4’] = the streamwise derivative of the mode shapes = d/dx [4] 
The displacement sign convention used in DUBFLX is shown in figure 1 
Figure I.-Displacement Sign Convention for DUBFLX 
8 
For lifting surface elements, the translational displacement used in equation (9) must 
be normal to the surface. Slender body translational displacements can be either in the 
z or y direction depending upon the type of doublets associated with the slender body. 
The normalwash control points for slender body line elements are the midpoint 
locations; numerical experimentation indicates that the Kutta condition will be satisfied 
for lifting surfaces if the normalwash control point is chosen as the element midspan 
3/4-chord point. 
A slender body does not induce normalwash on the particular interference lifting 
surface associated with itself. An interference lifting surface does not produce lift due to 
its own motion; only the normalwash induced on these surfaces by other aerodynamic 
elements produces lift. 
When using doublet lattice in the DYLOFLEX system, the modal data used in 
equation (9) may be input in either one of three ways: 
l Defining a set of polynomials 
l Using modal interpolation arrays 
0 Tabulating the displacements and slopes on cards 
The polynomials define the displacements as functions of the x and y coordinate of the 
surface. They are described by the user inputting on cards the order of the polynomial 
and the coefficients of each term of the polynomial. The modal interpolation (SA) arrays 
are generated by L215(INTERP) (ref.4 ). These arrays are read from magnetic tile and 
used with the DUBFLX geometry data to determine the needed displacements and 
slopes. Finally, the tabular modal input consists of inputting via cards the 
displacements and slopes at each control point. In all cases, the modal displacements 
must be defined consistant with the sign convention shown in figure 1. 
When using DUBFLX independent from the DYLOFLEX system, an alternate method 
does exist in L216 to describe the mode shapes. The doublet lattice program has a set of 
internally defined modes which the user may choose to use. However, the modes are 
inconsistant with the DYLOFLEX sign convention and are only defined for box control 
points. 
4.2 APPLICATION 
4.2.1 MODELING IbEALIZATIONS 
Arbitrary configurations are idealized as primary lifting surfaces (wing, tail, nacelle 
duct, control surface, etc.), slender bodies (fuselage, store, etc.), and, associated with 
individual slender bodies, interference lifting surfaces (see fig. 21. 
Primary lifting surfaces are represented by a series of planar segments, each of which is 
a collection of small trapezoidal elements arranged in strips parallel to the free stream; 
the pressure is constant over each element, and the resultant force is assumed to act at 
the midspan l/4-chord location. Slender bodies, axially symmetric bodies with linearly 
varying radii, are represented with a eystem of line doublets located on the centerline of 
9 
. . . . ..- .-.-.-.. . -.-_ ._____..__._ 
Figure 2. - Examples of Aerodynamic Modeling 
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revolution; the resultant force is assumed to act at the midpoint location. Interference 
lifting surfaces are considered as surfaces of revolution with constant cross-sectional 
shapes discretized just as primary lifting surfaces are. 
A comprehensive list of rules governing the discretization of the basic aerodynamic 
components (lifting surfaces, slender bodies, and interference surfaces) is presented on 








Lifting surface trapezoidal elements (boxes) are arranged in strips paralled to the 
freestream. 
Aspect ratio of the boxes should not be large; for the unsteady case an aspect ratio 
of order unity is recommended. 
Surface intersections and edges, fold lines, and hinge lines should coincide with 
box boundaries. 
Streamwise box length should be small relative to the basic wave length (see 
table 1). 
Boxes should be concentrated in regions where span loading changes rapidly or 
where normalwash boundary conditions are discontinuous. 
For planar or almost-planar wing-tail problems, spanwise boundaries on the tail 
must align with those on the wing. 
The radial distance between a normalwash control point and a box edge may not 
approach zero. 
Table I.--Chord Division-Reduced Frequency Relationship 




The doublet lattice method is subject to the limitations (common to other subsonic 
lifting surface methods) involved in formulation of the basic theoretical aerodynamic 
equat ions and  of the kernel function expression. Accordingly, with these limitations, the 
theoretical model ing is restricted to a. l inear representat ion of inviscid subsonic flow, 
and  behavior of the kernel function deteriorates at high subsonic Mach numbers  as flow 
approaches the transonic range. 
In addition, within this context two further approximations are made  in the doublet  
lattice method. One  is concerned with the approximate evaluat ion of the kernel function 
using a  parabol ic curve fit; this procedure,  utilizing only a  second order function, is less 
exact than that developed in the kernel function methods using higher order functions. 
It appears  that this is not a  major limitation. More significant is the assumpt ion that an  
aerodynamic surface can be  represented by a  system of line segments of accelerat ion 
potential doublets for the purpose of calculating lift distributions. Practical problems 
associated with application of the doublet  lattice method primarily involve this 
approximation; i.e., it is apparent  that aircraft idealization is a  critical factor governing 
the validity and  accuracy of computed results. 
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5.0 PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION 
Program L216 (DUBFLX) is constructed as an overlay system consisting of a ,main 










The main overlay, program L216, performs file addition and deletion, and calls the 
primary overlays as requested. Primary overlays INITIAL, PRTP, GEQ, AMSOL, GIN, 
and SAMODE are called for the typical problem. Primary overlays INITIAL, PRTZ, 
GEWSSL, AMSOL, and AICSUB are called for the AIC problem. 
This program requires subroutines that are not part of the L216 code. Some are 
automatically obtained from the standard FORTRAN library when the program is 
loaded. Others are stored in the DYLOFLEX alternate subroutine library, which must 
be declared at the time of loading. When the program is run as a standalone program, it 
is the responsibility of the user to generate input data in the format required by L216. 
Schematics of the L216 overlay structure and file communcations are presented in 










I I I I I 
Program Program Program Program Program 
GEQ AMSOL AICSUB GIN SAMODE 
(4.0) (5.0) (6.0) (7,O) (8.0) 





Figure 4.- External Data File Communication 
5.1 PROGRAM L216 
This program intializes and deletes scratch files, reads input data, and calls the 
required primary overlays for solution and output data generation. The following 
keywords are used; the underlined characters are required. 
$DUBLAT Indicates that input data following is for use by L216 
$TITLE Printed and ignored 
$QUIT Terminates execution 
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5.2 PROGRAM INITIAL 
This program reads card input data for geometric and modal definitions, computes 
detailed geometric data, processes modal input, and stores geometric data for 
subsequent use in DYLOFLEX. The following keywords are used. 
REDUCED FREQUENCIES Introduces k-value array 
GEOMETRY Introduces geometric data set 
PANEL Defines lifting surface geometric/modal data 
BODY Defines slender body geometric/modal data 
MODES Indicates modal data set 
6.3 PROGRAM PRT2 
This program evaluates the kernel function to form the matrix of normalwash factors, 
[D], for lifting surface elements, modifies the factors for symmetry, and writes the 
matrix of normalwash factors on scratch tape for later use. The kernel function 
expression is defined in reference 4 (appendices A, B and C). 
5.4 PROGRAM GEWSSL 
This program computes normalwash column vectors, { WAIC}, for each of the 
preselected AIC modes, combines these column vectors with the matrix of normalwash 
factors, [D], to form the augmented matrix of normalwash factors, [D ] WAIC],  and 
writes the matrix on scratch tape for subsequent use. The preselected AIC modes option 
is described in reference 4 (sections 2.5, 2.6, and appendix D). The program generates 
AIC’s for lifting surface8 only; slender body elements are ignored. 
5.5 PROGRAM GEQ 
This program computes the normalwash matrix for all non-AK analyses. If slender 
bodies are considfred, matrix of induced normalwash factors, [F] , slender body pressure 
coefficients, ACp , and the induced normalwash, A wg, are calculated. The augmented 
normalwash,[ w  R], is determined and the augmented matrix of normalwash factors 
formed. The augmented normalwash and normalwash factors matrices are 
i%l%r subsequent use. 
5.6 PROGRAM AMSOL 
This program uses the quasi-inverse method to solve the simultaneous set of equations 
for the pressure on lifting surface elements. 
5.7 PROGRAM AICSUB 
This program calculates and prints the stability derivatives and pressure coefficients for 
the AIC option. Additionally, for this option, the program computes and prints harmonic 
gust coefficients. Analytic development of the gust matrix is described in reference 4, 
section 2.5. 
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it3 PROGRAM GIN 
This program computes and prints the pressure coefficients, section normal -force and 
moment coefficients, total lift and moment coefficients, and generalized forces; 
Aerodynamic results required for later use in the DYLOFLRX system are stored on file. 
Section coefficients on strip j per mode i: 
Cnji = mi 1 ACp&xk 
‘cj k 
’ Cmji = 2 ~ACpkiAxk (xc/~~- qej) 
Cj k 




= $Ro Ax ACpl ’ 
Apt9 i 
Cy i(f) =AxRo Ax ACpl ’ 
AfPf i 
Total force and moment coefficients per mode i: 
cz =(l+s)&2 
J 
ej COS YjCjCnji + 1 g (f) 
i f 
CZi (f) ] 
CYi = (1 - 6) [-&z 2t?j sin YCjCn.. + 2 gCf) CYiCf)] 
J J’ f 
(1 + 6) 
(hi =- TX [c2 
Acr j 








cmji - ccnji(xle. - XR)] !k?j Sin Yj J 
+ C g 
(f) 
(0 
~~Ro~A~~ACP~~ ’ (XJej - XR) 
(1-S) 1 




+ c gCf) (C$f)y,(f) + CYiCf) Z,(f)) 
6) 
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Generalized force coefficients (half airplane): 
Qlk =$ 22ACpki fki Axgek 
k 
+ 1 gcn~ 2ACp9 
f Q  
(f) fgfAxp Ron 
where: 
g (f) = l-Bodies on the plane of symmetry 
= 2-Bodies off the plane of symmetry 
(13) 
The generalized aerodynamic forces defined by equation (13) are calculated on the right 
hand side of the equations of motion as defined in L217 (EOM) (ref. 5). 
5.9 PROGRAM SAMODE 
This program uses the SA (interpolation) arrays generated by L215 (INTRFP) to 
determine required modal data. For each lifting surface and slender body, the program 
reads the SA array, interpolates, calculates the modal displacements and slopes, and 
computes the generalized force integration matrix [BQ]. The modal data and 
integration matrix are stored on a random access tile for subsequent use. 
The following is the element of integration matrix (box k/line element Q  , mode i). 
%i =$ (2% AXk hc/4ki) hki = @kiqi 
BQi =;?3~~x~i” [~I Q i) s = 1.0 (14) 
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6.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM USAGE 
The program was designed for use on the CDC 6600. The machine requirements to 
execute L216 are: 
Card reader 
Printer 
To read control cards and card input data 
To print standard output information, optional intermediate 
calculations, and diagnostic messages 
Disk storage 
Tape drive 
All sequential magnetic files not specifically defined as magnetic 
tapes are assumed to be disk files. The scratch random access file 
is always a disk file. 
For “permanent” storage of data, magnetic files are copied to and 
from magnetic tapes with control cards before and after program 
execution 
The program L216 is written in FORTRAN IV and complied with the “FTN” compiler. 
L216 may be executed on the KRONOS 2.1 operating system. 
6.1 CONTROL CARDS 
The following list is a typical set of control cards used to execute L216 using the 






REQUEST(MASTER, F=I,LB=KL,VSN=6 6xXxX) Retrieve the 
REWIND(MASTER) program from its 













input data files 
( Execute L216 (DUBFLX) 




The following list is a typical set of control cards used to execute L216 using the 






REQUEST(MASTER, F=I,LB=KL,VSN=66XXXX) Retrieve the program 
REWIND(MASTER) 
SKIPF(MASTER,P) 













Prepare optional input files and 
retrieve DYLIB, the DYLOFLEX 
alternate subroutine library 








Save optional output 
data files 
---End-of-file 
6.2 RESOURCE ESTIMATES 
The computer resources utilized (core requirements, types, printed output, time, etc.) 
are a function of problem size. Table 2 shows examples of resources used for some 
problems of varying size. 
6.2.1 FIELD LENGTH 
Program L216 requires a field length of 76 000 octal words to load; execution requires a 
minimum of 132 000 octal words. 
During computation of the inverse of the kernel function matrix, partitions are formed 
whose size depends on the core available in blank common. The number of input/output 
operations varies as the number of partitions. There is a trade-off between central 
processor time and field length for cases involving a large number of aerodynamic 
elements. 
‘19 
Table Z.-Examples of Resource Utilization 









Number of lifting surface boxes 32 52 102 162 225 
Number of slender body elements 6 10 0 0 0 
Number of modal degrees of freedom 3 3 1 1 1 
CPU seconds 13 24 23 67 157 
Disk requests 469 349 582 845 
Disk sectors 8184 
590 
9150 7344 8942 14836 
Required core 162000 178000 197000 
Printed lines (NPFM = 1) 
143000 149000 
1827 2180 1697 2095 3098 
1 5 
An equation to determine the recommended field length is: 
Field length = (132OOO)g+ (120*NTOT)lo 
where NTOT is the total number of aerodynamic elements (lifting surface boxes and 
slender body line elements). 
6.2.2 EXECUTION TIME 
The time required to compute unsteady aerodynamic characteristics per specified 
reduced frequency value depends primarily on the number of aerodynamic elements, 
secondarily on the field length. Problem computational time increases roughly as the 
square of the number of elements. Table 2 includes the CPU times for some variously 
sized problems. 
6.2.3 PRINTED OUTPUT 
20 
The number of lines of printed output varies with problem size and specified print 
options. The maximum number of lines printed per reduced frequency is approximately 
10 000 when the checkout print option is specified. Table 2 includes the line count for 
some examples. 
- 
6.2.4 TAPE DRIVES 
A magnetic tape drive is required if the program is accessed from a master tape. One 
tape drive may be needed for modal input, two for saved aerodynamic and geometric 
data files. 
6.2.5 DISK STORAGE 
L216 uses internal scratch files. Two of these are random access files (TAPE8 and 
TAPES); the others are sequential 
6.3 INPUT DATA 
Input data for program L216 chiefly consists of card input data from file INFIL (TAPEB) 
optionally supplemented by modal data from file SATAP. 
A summary of the card input data is given at the end of this section. This summary, a 
quick reference for the necessary card input, is included for the convenience of users 
having attained familiarity with the program. 
The alternative forms of unsteady aerodynamic results specified for output have an 
impact on the input card sequence. The order in which cards are input is shown in 
figure 5. 
6.3.1 FORMAT OF CARD INPUT DATA 
Card data is read in fixed fields and specific columns of the cards as indicated on the 
pages following. The following conventions, with the exceptions noted, are general 
throughout the program. 
1. Floating point variables are read with format E1O.O. 
2. With the exceptions of cards 13.1, 13.2, and 15.1, integer variables are read with 
format 15. 
3. Hollerith variables (keywords, etc.) are read with format AlO. 
Only the first five characters of keywords are checked for recognition. 
6.3.2 CARD INPUT DATA SPECIFICATIONS 
All card sets must be present except as noted. Unspecified columns on any card may be 













Figure 5. -lContinuedl 
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FiglIre 5. .-- (Concldet 1’ 
Card Set l.O-L216 Data Set Initiation 
Available for comments 
The following cards (2.0 through 17.4) are repeated for each data case. 
Card Set 2.0-Title 
DESCRIPTION 
Introduces case title and commentr 
The number of STITLE cards is unlimited 
~--. 









Introduces input data for current case. 
case number for current data set 
(1 2 ICASE 2 36) 
Not used 
Requests checkout printing 
This option overides all print flags and a large amount 
of intermediate data is printed. Generally not exercised. 
Condition number ( = Case number) 
Available for ccmnents 
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Card Set 4.0-Condition and Configuration Constants 
- 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
--___-- 
l-10 FHACH ElO.0 Wch number, 10 2 PHACA < 1.0) 
11-20 ACAP E10.0 Reference area Wength2J 
Used in calculation of stability derivatives 
21-30 REFCHD E1O.O Referencechord (length1 
Used in calculation of section coefficients and stability 
derivatives 
31-40 REFSPN E1O.O Referencesemispan (length) 
Used a6 normalizing factor for generalized force coefficients, 
also appears in expression for rolling moment coefficient. 
If modal input is via SATAP or g output aerodynamic data is 
intended for subsequent use in DYLOFLX. value must be unity 
( a = 1.01. 
41-45 NDELT 15 Symmetry flag (Plane Y  = 0) 
= 1 symmetric 
- -1 anti-syuunetric 
= 0 non-seetric 
16-50 NP 15 Number of panels on all lifting (primary and interference) 
surfaces, (0 2NP 2 40) 
51-55 NB 15 Number of slender bodies (02 NE 2 201 
If a body hae motion in both Y  and 2 directions (e.g., nacelle), 
It is represented with two geometrically identical alender 
bodies, each to simulate mticn in one of the two directions. 
56-60 NP.F 15 Number of reduced frequency values for which aerodynamic 
characteristics are required, @  2NRF 5 20) 
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- _.... -.-.. - ___.- 
Flag to ewe geometric end eercdynemic data on files 
NGETP end NMTP 
m  0 Do not cave 
- 1 S*ve 
Flag indicating form of modal data’ 
= 0 
SA  array from tape, tabular input, or 
Polynomial (card met 14) 
=l Preselected AIC modes (card met 13) 
Flag to print matrix of downwash factors [D] 
N 0 Dc not print 
E  1 Print 
Flag to print matrix(ces) of elender body induced dcwnwash 
factors [AK!]. [APY],  and body induced dcwnwash.{wg} 
L 0 DC not print 
- 1 Print 
Flag to control printout 
w 1 Input geometry. and modal data, and dcwnwash matrix results 
are printed 
= 2 Computed geometry end modal dare are printed in 
addition to the data specified above 
N 3 Intermediate results associated with the analysis 
ere printed in addition to the data specified above. 
This option ie equivalent to the keyword CHECKOUT 
on card set 3. 
Not umed 
---_ 
*NAIC must be equal to 0 when DUBFLX is used in DYLOFLEX. 
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31-40 NAETP A10 
41-50 NGETP A10 
File name of the aerodynamic results to be stored. The 
file name must begin in column 31 with an alphabetic char- 
acter and may contain up to seven characters. Each logical 
file contains all the aerodynamic results for one case. The 
first matrix of each logical file contains the control matrix 
for the aerodynamic data for the current case. 
File name of the geometric results to be saved. The file 
name must begin in column 41 with an alphabetic character 
and may contain up to seven characters. Each logical file 
contains all the geometric data for each case. The first 
matrix contains the control matrix for the geometric data for 
the current case. 
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I  ” 
C a r d  Se t  6 .6A IC  Da ta  F lags  a n d  O ther  O p t ions 
K E Y W O R D /  
C O L S .  V A R I A B L E  F O R U A T  D E S C R I P T I O N  
l -5  N S T R I P  1 5  Tota l  n u m b e r  of  str ips o n  a l l  l i f t ing (pr imary  a n d  inter-  
fe rence)  bane is .  
U r N S T R I P  2  7 0 )  
6 - 1 0  N S F  1 5  S e q u e n c e  n u m b e r  of the  first atr ip.  
Omi t  if NAIC f 1  (card  set 5 )  
- 
1 1 - 1 5  N B L  1 5  S e q u e n c e ~ n u m b e r  of the  last atr ip.  Usua l ly  =  N S T R I P  
Omi t  if N A I C  $  1  
1 6 - 2 0  N P R l  1 5  F lag  to pr in t  a l l  A IC  so lu t i onw&r i cma tD- 'AIC1 
c 0  D O  no t  pr in t  
=  1  Pr in t  - 
2 1 - 2 5  N P R 2  1 5  F lag  to pr in t  A I C  d i m e n s i o n a l  matr ix  [Ch], 
=  0  D o  no t  pr in t  
=  1  Pr in t  
- 
2 6 - 3 0  N P R 3  1 5  Flag to pr in t  A IC  p ressure  coeff ic ients a n d  stabi l i ty 
der ivat ives 
- 0  D o  no t  pr in t  
- 1  Pr in t  static stabi l i ty der ivat ives 
=  3  Pr in t  static a n d  dynamic  stabi l i ty der ivat ives 
q  N P R 3  =  3,  N R F  m u a t  b e  2  2  a n d  R F R E P ( 1 )  must  b e  0 .0  
3 1 - 3 5  Not  u s e d  
3 6 - 4 0  N G U S T  1 5  F lag  to c o m p u t e  gene ra l i zed  gust  force matr ix*  
E  0  D o  no t  c o m p u t e  
=  1  C o m p u t e  
This  op t i on  is ava i l ab le  on ly  if N A I C  =  1.  
*This opt ion can  not  b e  used  in  D Y L O F L E X .  
2 9  
41-45 JSPECS 15 Symetry flag (plane Z - 0) 
- 0 Non-•yPlmetric 
- 1 Syimetric (biplane or jet) 
= -1 Anti-svetric (ground effect) 
46-50 NPC 15 Mode selector for AIC generation 
I 0 Alternative 1 - (plunging, pitching, control 
surface and tab rotation) 
s 1 Alternative 2 - (three cambering modes, control 
surface and tab rotation) 
hit if NAIC f 1 
51-55 NSV 15 Total number of strips on all vertical panels that lie on 
the plane of symmetry Y - 0. Data for vertical panels lying 
on the plane Y - 0 must be input before data for other panels. 
56-60 NBV 15 Total number of boxes on vertical panels lying on the plane 
Y = 0. 
61-65 NYAW 15 Flag to control stability derivative calculations 
= 0 Pitch coefficients calculated 
= 1 Yaw coefficients calculated 
g on card set 4: 
NDELT = 0; NYAW = 0 or 1 
NDELT - t iNYAW= 
NDELT = -1; NYAW = 1 
NPRl, NPR2 and NPR3 must be 0 if NAIC # 1. Strips are numbered consecutively from 
inboard to outboard per panel for all panels in the input order. 
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Card Set 7.0-Gust Data Set 








GZRO Gust reference plane dihedral angle (degreea) 
- 0.0, gust velocities are in vertical direction 
I 21-30 I XZRo 
Gust reference point, location at which sinusoidal gust 
I E1O.O I velocity is unity. 
31-40 VEL E10.0 Aircraft velocity (length/set) 
41-50 HG E1O.O Vertical gust velocity at XZRO (length/set) 
Card Set 8.0-Strip-Box Correlation 
XEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION I 
I I I I 
l-5 1 LII(I.1) 1 I' -1 Number of first box on strip I 
6-10 LIH(I.2) 15 Number of last box on strip I 
11-70 1215 Repeat LIM 1 and 2 for all NSTRIP values using as many cards 
as necessary. Each card contains values for seven strips. 
.- 
Boxes are numbered consecutively from leading edge to trailing edge per strip, spanwise 
per panel for all panels in the input order. 
i-_ .- 
Card Set 9.0-Reduced Frequency Data Set 
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-20 REDUCED A10 Introduces array of reduced frequencies 
FREQUENCIES 
21-70 Available for comments 
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E1O.O Reduced frequency 
6E10.0 
Geometric arrangements and nomenclature for lifting surfaces and slender bodies are 
illlustrated in figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
The geometry data of cards 10.0 through 12.3 is defined in the reference axis 
system. If used in DYLOFLEX, this reference axis system should be the same as that 
used in INTERP, L215 (ref. 5). Proper aerodynamic modeling may require surfaces to be 
moved up or down, forward or back, or inboard or outboard from their actual location 
(fig. 6). When using the interpolation (SA) arrays from INTERP, control and force point 
locations on a surface, are transformed from the reference axis system to the surface’s 
local axis system. To insure the proper transformation of these points, any shifting of 
the surface must be taken into account using the variables XSHIFT, YSHIFT, ZSHIFT 
on card set 11.0. 
Card Set lO.O-Geometry Data Set 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 GEOMETRY A10 Introduces geometric input data set. 
11-70 Airailable for comments. 
Omit Cards 11.0 through 11.4 if no panels are defined. Repeat all panel data (cards 11 .O 
through 11.4) for each panel. All the panels on a lifting surface must be input 
consecutively. The data for the surfaces must be in the following order. 
1. Primary lifting surface panels (e.g., wings, tails, etc.); panels on the Y = plane 
must appear first 
2. Interference lifting surface panels 
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7 ns = 1.0 
7, = 0.0 
r2 . . 







Figure 6. -Panel Geometric Nomenclature 
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Figure 7.-S/ en er o y  d B d G  eometric Nomenclature 
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E1O.O Shift of surface along Y axis 
E1O.O 
DESCRIPTION 
Introduces data for mecific Dane1 I 
Panel number 
Pancle are numbered consecutively .‘ input; Applicable only 
to primary lifting surface panela. 
Logical file number of the SATAP file containing the modal 
data for the surface including this panel. For interference 
surface lifting panels IDSURF - 0. 
Not used 
Indicates type of lifting surface 
PRIME - primary lifting surface 
INTER - interference lifting surface 
Shift of surface along X axis 
I 
Card 11. l-Panel Planform Definition 
Shift of surface along Z axis 
I 
1 COLS. / FE!%% 1 FORMAT 
I 
DESCRIPTIOW 
II-10 Xl 1 E1O.O X coordinate of panel inboard leading edge corner 
11-20 x2 E10.0 X coordinate of panel inboard trailing edge corner 
21-30 X3 ElO.0 X coordinate of panel outboard leading edge corner 
31-40 x4 E1O.O X coordinate of panel outboard trailing edge corner 
41-50 Yl E1O.O Y coordinate of panel inboard edge 
Card 11.2-Panel Planform Definition (Cont.) 
KGiORD/ 
COLS. VARIABLE F l-10 21 FORMAT DESCRIPTION E1O.O 2 coordinate of panel inboard edge 
E1O.O Z coordinate of panel outboard edge 
15 Number of chordwise division bounderice 
15 Number of spanwise division boundaries 
E1O.O Scale factor for panel deflection modes 
Default: COEFF - 1.0 
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Card 11.3-Array of Panel Chordwise Division Boundaries 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORK&T DESCRIPTION 
] l-10 1 TH 1 E1O.O 1 Chordwise division boundary I 
I 11-‘0 I 
Repeat TH for all NC values using XI many cards 1s 
I 6E10-0 I necessary. Each card contains seven values. 
Fractional values beginning with 0.0 at the panel leading edge, ending with 1.0 (Lt panel 
trailing edge. 
Card 11.4-Array of Panel Spanwise Division Boundaries 
I I KEYWORD/  COLS. VARIABLE ( FORMATI DESCRIPTION I 
I l-10 1 TAW(I) 1 E1O.O / Spanwise division boundary ~~ 1 
11-70 6ElO.O Repeat TAU for all NS values using am many cards as naces- 
sary . Each card contains seven values. 
Fractional values beginning with 0.0 at the panel inboard edge, ending with 1.0 at 
the panel outboard edae. 
Omit cards 12.0 through 12.3 if no slender bodies are defined. Repeat all slender body 
data (cards 12.0 through 12.3) for each slender body. Slender bodies with Y doublets 
must appear first. 
Card Set 12.0-Slender Body Geometric Definition 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 BODY A10 Introduces data for specific slender body 
11-15 IBN 15 Body number, (1 2 IBN 2 20) 
16-20 IDSURF I5 File number of the SATAP file containing the data for this 
slender body. 
21-70 Available for cements. 
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2 coordinate of slender body axis 
Y  coordinate of slender body axis - ..- _ .- - 
Scale factor fqr slender body deflection modes 
Default: COEFF - 1.0 
Number of slender body element endpoints, (2/NF 520) 
Flag to specify 2 doublets (upwash) 
r 0 NC Z doublets 
= 1 2 doublets 
Flag to specify Y  doublets (sidewash) 
SC 0 No Y doublets 
= 1 Y  doublets 
Number of first box on the interference lifting surface 
associated with this slender body 
Number of last box on the interference lifting surface 







41-45 NY 15 





If a body has both 2 and Y  motion (e.g., nacelle), it is represented with two bodies, 
one having 2 doublets, one having Y  doublets. A single interference lifting SUrf$Ce is 
associated with both bodies. 
Card 12.2-Array of Body Element Endpoints 
DESCRIPTION 
X  coordinates of slender body element endpoints. 
Ordered from ncse to tail. I 





VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION I 
Slender body radii at element endpoints. 
Slender body must be closed, i.e., RAD(1) = RAD(NF) = 
~tFwJfcrallNFvalwsusingasnnnycardsas~sary. -I E10.0 ___ _ 6ElO.O FachcardmayocrRain-values. I 
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Coefficients used in polynomial definitions of modal displacements and slopes are 
input on cards. Equations will be written to define the variables. For panels 
(lifting surfaces) the deflections will be normal to the surface, while for bodies the 
deflections will be in the Z- (if any) and Y- (if any) directions. For the “NR”th 
panel or body, the deflections in the ‘tNQ”th mode are calculated as follows: 
(NR) 
(’ NQ 
= COEFcNR) 1 1 (%t-i” ARQ(NR,NQ,N,M) (15) 
N=O,l,... M=O,I... 
where 7 is in a radial direction. The origin of the radius is either at the origin of 
coordinates, when N8 = 0, or at the inboard edge (for the panel) or the axis (for a 
body) if N8 is set to 1 (fig.8). 
Modal deflections, slopes, etc. for each aerodynamic element are input directly on 
cards. 
Arrays of modal coefficients are read from input file SATAP and routines within 
L216 implement an appropriate interpolation scheme to determine the required 
modal data at the aerdynamic element control points, defined by geometric data 
previously input. This option requires previous use of the interpolation program 
L215 (INTERP) defined in reference 5, in order to form the modal coefficient arrays 
contained on SATAP. The interpolation routines are defined in the reference. 
Card Set 13.0-Modal Data Set 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 MODES A10 Introduces modal data input set 
11-70 Available for cormnents 
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1 = Y- (Ne)Y1(NR) -(N8)Zl(NR)}2 for panels 








Since each panel is planar, T is a spanwise distance 
in the plane measured from its inboard edge or from 
the origin y = z = 0; r is a radial distance only in 
the sense that each panel may have a different 
dihedral. The use of this radial distance is not 
meant to imply that the panels are curved. 
Figure 8. - Radial Origin Definition 
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Omit cards 13.1 through 13.4 if NAIC = 0 (card set 5.0). 
Omit card 13.1 if NPC = 1 (card set 6.0). 
Omit card 13.2 if NPC = 0. 
Card Set 13.1-AIC Panel Mode Selection 
XEYNOFlD/ 
COLS. VARIaBLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-3 NOP 13 Panel number 
4 IS1 11 = 1 Select plunging mode 
5 IS2 11 = 1 Select pitching mode 







= 1 Select tab rotation 
- 1 Select control surface plunging 
1 9 1 IS6 1 11 1 = 1 Select tab olunsina 
10 Not used 
I I ! 
1 "-'O 1 1 
Repeat columns 1 to 10 for each panel; i.e. 7 panels 
1 per card. There ue NP (card set 4) panels. 
Card 13.2-AIC Panel Mode Selection (Alternative 2) 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-3 NOP 13 Panel number 
I 4 I IS1 I 11 I Select 1st camberins mode [=l) I 
5 IS2 11 Select 2nd cambering mode (-1) I 
6 IS3 11 Select 3rd cambering mode t-1) 
7 IS4 11 Select control surface rotation t-1) I 
8 IS5 11 Select tab rotation C-1) 
9 IS6 I 11 I Select control surface plunging (=l) 
10 IS7 11 Select tab plunging (=l) 
11-70 Repeat columns 1 to 10 for each panel defined, (that is, 
7 panels per card). There are NP (card set 4) panels. 
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Repeat cards 13.3 and 13.4 as pairs for all panels. 
Card 13.3-Array of Reference Axis Locations at Panel Inboard Edge 
DESCRIPTION 
Elastic axis 
11-20 XIII (2) .x10.0 Control surface leading edge 
21-30 xIII(3) no.0 Control surface rotation point 
31-40 xEI(4) B10.0 Tab leading edge 
41-50 x.liI (5) zlo.0 Tab rotation point 
Fraction values of local chord at the inboard panel edge 
Card 13.4-Array of Reference Axis Locations at Panel Outboard Edge 
FOP.HAT DESCRIPTION 
-~ - E10.0 Elastic axis 
Control surface leading edge ~ 
Control surfack rotation point 
Tab leading edge 
&-50LXHO(5) E10.0 1 Tab rotation point 
I --- 
-.. _ 
Fractional values of local chord at the outboard panel edge 
-. - .-.__ 
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Omit cards 14.0 through 17.4 if NAIC = 1 (card set 6.0). 
Card Set 14.0-Modal Data Flags and Options 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTICN 
1-5 Nl4D 15 Total number of modes (1iNMD 2 70) 
6-10 NTA 15 Total number of ARQ values for polynomial mode input 
Omit if NWIN # 0 
11-15 IABRO 15 Flag to save aerodynamic data on file NABTP 
= 0 Do not save 
= 1 Save CD]-'and [F] matrices f.D% tb quasi-inveree 
= 2 Save 1~1 and )c,] matrices 
= 3 Save [D]:‘[F], [Q], [CCp]matrices 
16-20 NMDIN 15 Type of modal input* 
= 0 Polynomial 
= 1 Integration matrix [B], deflections [h/s], 
first derivative [d(h/s)/d(x/s)] and second 
derivative [d2(h/s)/d(x/s)*]from cards. 
= 2 Input SA  arrays from file NTPSA 
21-25 NPFM 15 Flag to compute and print pressure coefficients, section 
coefficients, stability derivatives and generalized force 
coefficients 
= 0 Do not compute and print 
= 1 Compute and print 
If IAERO .l and NPPJ4 = 0, the results are computed but not 
printed. 
'6-30 NMTP 15 Number of ARQ coefficients for all lifting surface panels 
Omit if NHDIN + 0 
81-35 NMTB 15 Number of ARQ coefficients for all slender bodies 
Cmit if NMDIN = 0 
6-45 NTPSA A10 Name of file containing the SA  arrays. File name must begir 
in column 36 with an alphabetic character and may contain 
up to seven characters. W.it if NMDIN f 2 
*h is defined positive in the positive z or y direction (fig. 1) 
Omit cards 15.0 through 17.4 if NMDIN = 2 (card set 14.0). 
Omit cards 15.0 through 15.2 if NMDIN = 1. 
Omit cards sets 16 through 17.4 if NMDIN = 0. 
Repeat cards 15.0 through 15.2; once for panel data, once for slender body data. 
Card Set 15.0-Polynomial Mode Input Data Set 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORIIAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 PANEL A10 Indicates polynomial modal data for specific panels, bodies 
or 
BODY 
Ill-70 I I I Available for comments I 
Polynomial modal data for panels must precede that for bodies. 
Card 15.1-Polynomial Mode Specifications 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORHAT 
l-2 NR 12 Panel/body number DESCR1PT1oN i 
\ 3-4 1 NQ 1 12 ( Mode number I 
5-6 NA 12 Number of ARQ coefficients for mode IQ for panel/body NR. 
7-S NS 12 Radial origin flag 
E 0 Use X  axis 
1 Use panel inboard edge/body axis 
mi-l;-;;d - 
Repeat the four items in column l-10 for all ((NP/NB)*NMD) 
/I I I values using as many cards as necessary. Each card may contain aeven sets of four items. 
Ordering is required to be {[Panels(l-NP)], Mode(l)) -- .[Panels(l-NP)g, Mode(NMD)} 
or equivalently for slender bodies. The set of nunberm muat be apecifisd regardless 
of whether or not the panel/body is in motion. 
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Card 15.2-Constant Coefficients for Definition of Polynomial Mode Shapes 
Note sign convention shown in figure 1. 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FOP&AT DESCRIPTION 
l-5 LARQ(l) IS Exponent of X/S in the expression defining polynomial modes 
6-10 LARO (2) 15 Exponent ofT/S 
11-20 ARQ E1O.O Coefficient in the expression defining polynomial modes 
21-60 Repeat to ZNA - three sets per card - number of cards as 
necessary 
If NMDIN = 1, cards 15.0 through 15.2 are replaced by card sets 16.0 through 17.4. 
Repeat cards 16.0 through 16.3 for each mode. 
Card Set 16.0-Tabular Modal Data for Panels 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 PANEL MODE A10 Introduces tabular modal data set for lifting surface panels 
11-15 INMD 15 
16-20 NBOX 15 
21-25 IFIAG 15 
Mode number, (1 2 INMD iRED) 
Total number of boxes on all panels 
Flag describing form of input for generalized force integration 
matrix 
= 0 Integration matrix [BQ,] input on cards 
= 1 [BQ] calculated internally from normalized box 
c/4 displacements input on cards 
Card 16.1-Box Integration Matrix 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 BQ 
11-70 
E1O.O Generalized force integration matrix data 
6ElO.O Repeat BP  for all NBOX values, using as many cards as necessary. 
Each card contains seven values. 
Form of the data is dependent on IFLAG (card set 16.0) 
IFLAG = 0 Input matrix [BQ] with elements defined by 
BQki = : %Pg)ki 
I IFLAG = 1 Input matrix c/4 displacements I 
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Card 16.2-Box Displacements 
Normalized box k/l displacements 
Repeat II for all NBOX values using *s many cards as necessary. 
Card 16.3-Derivatives of Box Displacements 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
E1O.O Derivative of normalized box k/4 displacement 
dWWs)/d(x/s) 
6ElO.O Repeat DB for all NBOX values using as many cards as necessary. 
Each card contains seven values. - _-- 
Values for boxes on interference surfaces may be input as zero. 
_ _ 
Card Set 17.0-Tabular Modal Data for Bodies 
_ --------- ~~~ 
DESCRIPTION 
on all slender bodies 
Card 17.1-Body Element Integration Matrix 
- 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 BQ E1O.O Generalized force integration matrix data 
11-70 6ElO.O Repeat BQ for all NBE values using as many cards IS necessary. 
Eacn card contains seven values. 
Form of data is dependent on IFLAG (card set 16.0) 
IFLAG = 0 Input matrix [BQ] with elements defined by 
I IFLAG = 1 Input matrix I __.. 
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Card 17.2-Line Element Displacement 
Note sign convention shown in figure 1. 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION I 
l-10 H E1O.O h&/2 Normalized line element midchord displacement T 
1 11-" 1 
Repeat Fl for all NBE values using as many cards a~ necessary. 
1 6E1@'0 / Each contains seven Values. 
Card 17.3-First Derivative of Line Element Displacement 
KEYWORD/  
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 DHl E1O.O Derivative of normalized line element midchord displacement 
d( !$Q)/ d((5) 
11-70 6ElO.O Repeat DHl fx all NBE values using as many cards as necessary. 
Each contains seven values. 
Card 17.4~Second Derivative of Line Element Displacement 
KEYiiOP.D/ 
COLS. VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
l-10 DH2 ElO. 0 Second derivative of normalized line element midchord dis- 
placement d' ('"+2/ d(g)' 
11-70 6ElG Repeat DE2 for all NSE values using as uany cards as necessary. 
Each contains seven values. 
----. 
Card Set 18.0-L216 Data Set Termination 
Erri 
A10 10X Terminates L216 card input data 
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Kev Words and/or Variables Card Format 
Reference 
Card Set [C'S1 
I  I A10 I 1.0 I 




CASE CHECK Al0.15, 3.0 
ICASE ICOND A10.15 







NOSY NDATA NDBG NAETP NGETP 515,5X,ZAlO 5.0 
NAIC NSB -_--- I 
NSTRIP NBL NPR2 
NPR3 -----NGUST 
JSPECS NSV NYAY 615.5X.615 6.0 
NEF NPRl NPC NBV ----- ! 









I  IREOUC 1 A10 I 9.0 I 
k values Rtwl , Repeat to NRF 7ElO.O 9.1 
GEOnE A10 10.0 
. 
Panel Specs. PANEL IPN ----- XSHIFT YSHIFT ZSHIFT AlO,215,5X, 11.0 
NP t 0 IDSURF ITYPE A5.3ElD:O 
Panel Planform Xl x2 x3 x4 Yl Y2 Repeat 6ElO.O 11.1 





Chor&fse Divisions TH , Repeat to NC 7ElO.D 11.3 
Spatwise Divlslons TAU , Repeat to NS 7ElO.O 11.4 
, 4 
Requirements 
or Function Key Words and/or Variables Card Format 
Reference 
Card Set (CS) 
A10.215 12.0 Slender Body Specs. BODY IBN 
NB I' 0 IOSURF 1 
Body axis, mtlon ZC YC COEFF NF 
specs. 
Body Element F , Repeat to NF 
Endpoints 
NZ NY MISB~ISB2 1 Ryt / x;'J;;l 1 :::: 1 
Body Radii at 
Endwlnts 






DDES A10 13.0 
AIC Specs. I 
NPC = 0 
[NOP.ISl,IS2.IS3,IS4.IS5,IS6], Repeat to NP 7(13,611) 13.1 
; AIC Specs. II 
E NPC = 1 
[N0P,1S1,152,1S3,1S4,1S5,1S6,1S7], Repeat to NP 7lI3.711) 13.2 
z Ref. Axis,Inbd. XNll XHIP XH13 XH14 XHIS 
I 
Repeat- 5ElO.O 13.3 
Ref. Axis.Outbd. XHOl XH02 XH03 XH04 XH05 ii 5ElO.O. 13.4 
bdal Data Specs. NHD IAERO NPFM UHTB 





I Poly. bode Specs. [NR,NQ,NA.NB.-1, Repeat to NP/NB 
8 Coefficients LARQl AR9 . Repeat to NA 
LARQ2 .- -- 
Box Tabular Modal PANEL INMD NFLG 
Specs. 6 Options NBOX 












Box H3C/4/S H , Repeat to NBOX 





Line Meg. Matrix BQ 
Lfne H&S H 
, Repeat to NBE 
, Repeat to NBE 
Line dHc/t/s/dx/s jDH1 , Repeat to NBE 
Line d'Hc/P/shxlsqDH2 , Repeat to NBE 
to 1 7ElO.O I 17.2 I 
IfQUIT A10 t 18.0 I 
6.3.4 MAGNETIC FILES INPUT DATA 
Program L216 utilizes one magnetic file (disk or tape) for modal data input. 
Interpolation arrays composed of modal deflections and slopes are input on file SATAP. 
This file must have been created after previous execution of the program described in 
reference 5. Order and format of the matrices on file SATAP are shown in figure 9. 
MATRIX SIZE 
(NNODES x NTMODE) 
(NNODES x NTMODE) 
(NNODES x NTMODE) 
(NNODES x NTMODE) 
(NNODES x NTMODE) 
(NNODES X  NTMODE) 
(NNODES x 6) 
See formula in 
reference 5. 





Ox, O,,, Oz are in degrees 
NNODES = number of nodes 
NTMODE = number of modes 
Figure 9. -Map of Magnetic File SA TAP 
EOP 
EOF 
ith surface in ith file 
Optional SA  
EOF 
6.4 OUTPUT DATA 
Output data from program L216 consists of printed results, and geometric and 
aerodynamic data saved on magnetic tiles NGETP and NAETP at the user’s request. 
Saved files are used subsequently in DYLOFLEX. 
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6.4.1 PRINTED OUTPUT DATA 
The specific data and the extent of printed output are dependent on user specified 
options. The major blocks of printed output are described below. 
1. Echo print of input options, flags, title, file names, etc 
2. Geometric data input for lifting surfaces 
3. Geometric data input for slender bodies 
4. Modal data 
l Normalwash due to primary lifting surface motion 
0 Normalwash induced by slender bodies 
0 Augmented normalwash 
5. Aerodynamic characteristics/per mode 
0 Pressure difference coefficients 
l Section normal force and moment coefficients 
l Slender body forces 
0 Stability derivatives 
l Generalized airforce coefficients 
6. Intermediate geometric and aerodynamic data (optional) 
6.4.2 MAGNETIC FILES OUTPUT DATA 
Selected geometric and aerodynamic data can be saved at the user’s request on tiles 
“NGETP” and “NAETP”, respectively, for subsequent use in DYLOFLEX. Excep; for 
the quasi-inverse matrix (D ), the files are writen in READTPAYETETP format ; an 
end-of-file terminates the matrices stored for a case. The quasi-inverse matrix is written 
with binary READ/WRITE format in multiple records terminated by a one word record 
containing ( lOHQUASI-END.). 
1 Clemmons, R.E.: Programming Specifications for Modules of the Dynamic Loads System to 
Interface with FLEXSTAB. NASA contract NAS 1-13918, BCSG0701, September 1975. 
(internal document) 
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Saved Geometry Tape NGETP 
The format of all geometric data matrices on file NGETP is described in figure 10. 
Contents of the first matrices on file are shown in figures 11 through 15. The 




























Geometry control matrix (See Figure 11) 
Body table matrix (See Figure 12) 
Primary lifting surface geometry matrix 
(See Figure 13) 
Interference lifting surface geometry 
matrix (See Figure 14) 
Slender body geometry matrix 
(See Figure 15) 
Arrays of X,y, and Z coordinates of 
the l/4 chord points of all boxes 
Arrays' of X,Y, and Z coordinates of 
the 3/4 chord points of all boxes 
Aerodynamic element area 
Dihedral angles of aerodynamic elements 
Interference surface box-slender body 
line element correlation (See Figure 16) 
Body element lengths 
Body element midpoint X location 
Body element midpoint radius 
Slope of midpoint radius 
Figure 10. -Geometry Definition Tape ‘NGETP” 
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Number of boxes on thin bodies (primary lifting 
surfaces) 
Number of boxes on interference surfaces 
Number of slender body elements 
Number of panels on thin bodies (primary 
lifting surfaces) 
Number of slender bodies 
Number of thin bodies (primary lifting 
surfaces) 
Number of interference lifting surfaces 
Not Used 
Figure Il. -Geometry Control Matrix [MPC] 
SIZE = ~*NTB 
The matrix contains one column for each body I. Elements in a column 















= 1, Slender Body 
= 3,Thin Body 
= 0,Qff plane of symmetry 
= l,on plane of symmetry 
origin of local axis system 
I 
for this body (Reference 
axis coordinate) 
Dihedral angle for this body 
IFIRST 
LAST 
Pointers to this body's first and 
last boxes/segments in the total array 
of structural boxes/segments 
NOTE: A thin body corresponds to a lifting surface panel. 
Figure 12. -Body Table Matrix [BODTABJ 
NLIFS 







































Figure 13. -Primary .ifting Surface Geometry Matrix [MPSG] 
Case number 
Condition number 
Number of primary lifting surfaces 
Number of boxes on all primary lifting surfaces 
File number of SA array for first surface 
Number of panels on first surface 
First box number on first surface 
Last box number on first surface 
Flat = 1 if surface on Y = 0 plane 
Panel number 
I Panel coordinates (see fig. 5) 
Elements from 10 through 18 are repeated for 
each of the NSUBL(2.1) panels 
Elements 5 through (S*NSUBL(2,1) + 9) are 

















































Number of interference lifting surfaces 
Number of boxes on all interference lifting surfaces 
File number of SA array for first surface 
Number of panels on first surface 
First box number on first surface 
Last box number on first surface 
Flag = 1 if surface is on Y = 0 plane 
Panel number 
I Panel coordinates (see fig. 5) 
Elements 10 through 18 are repeated for each of 
the NSUBL (2,l) panels 
Elements 5 through (9 + S*NSUBL (2.1)) are repeated 
for all N I NTS surfaces 
Figure 14. --Interference Lifting Surface Geometry Matrix [MEG] 
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Saved Aerodynamics Tape NAETP 
Contents of the aerodynamic data file NAETP are dependent on the user specification of 
IAERO (card set 14.0). The number of matrices written on NAETP in each instance is 
shown in table 3. The formats of these matrices for the cases when IAERO = 1 or 
IAERO = 2 are the shown in figures 17 through 19. If IAERO = 3, the result is 
equivalent to requesting both IAERO = 1 and IAERO = 2. 
Table 3.-Number of Matrices Stored on NAETP 
I IAERO 1 Number of matrices I 
2 (NMD + 2) NRF 
3 (2NBOX + N + NMD + 6) NRF 
Note: For IAERO = 3, the matrices for IAERO = 1 are followed 
by the matrices for IAERO = 2 for each reduced frequency. 
The matrix sizes and contents are described in figures 16 
through 18. 
6.5 RESTRICTIONS 
Restrictions on the theoretical development and on idealization of configurations have 
been previously discussed in section 4.2. Restrictions on program variable sizes have 
been defined in section 6.3. The aerodynamic influence coefficient formulation (AIC) is 
obtained for strips on lifting surfaces only-slender body elements have been ignored. 
The AIC option in this program does not produce results that are suitable for 
subsequent use in DYLOFLEX. 
6.6 DIAGNOSTICS 
Errors detected by L216 generate diagnositc messages. Fatal errors cause the current 
case to be terminated and a new case to be initiated. Thirty-three fatal error messages 
exist in the program coding. The first line of a fatal error reads: 
***** FATAL ERROR ** 
and the last line is: 
CURRENT CASE WILL BE TERMINATED 
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EDI -’ T,NBOX 
DEND 
DESCRIPTION 
Aerodynamic Control Matrix 
See Figure 19 
1st row of the induced 
downwash factors matrix 
Last row of the induced 
downwash factors matrix 
1st record of the L matrix 
portion of the quasi-inverse 
matrix 
Last record of the L matrix 
portion of the quasi-inverse 
matrix 
1st record of the trapezoidal 
section of the quasi-inverse 
matrix 
Last record of the trapezoidal 
section of the quasi-inverse 
matrix 
Record to terminate the 
quasi-inverse matrix. 
DEND = (~ORQUASI-END.) 
Matrices 2 through (2*NBOX+N+4) 
are repeated for all NKVAL 
reduced frequencies 
EOF 
Figure 17. -Aerodynamics’Results Matrix ( lAERO= 7) 
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Aerodynamic data control 
matrix (see Fig. 19) 
Column of pressure 
coefficients for the 
first mode 
Column of pressure 
coefficients for the 
NMD mode 
Generalized airforces [Q] 
Matrices 1 through (NMD+2) 
are repeated for all NKVAL 
reduced frequencies 
EOF 
Figure 18. -Aerodynamic Results Matrix lIAERO4’) 
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SIZE = 14 + Number of reduced frequencies 






































Flag for saving aerodynamic data 
Mach number 
Number of reduced frequencies 
Number of lifting surface boxes 
Number of slender body elements 











Figure lg.-Aerodynamic Results Control Matrix 
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FOUND ON FILE nnn 
2 UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD aaaaa IMPROPER INITIALIZATION OR 
TERMINATION 
Valid 5-character keywords are $DUBL, CASE and $QUIT. See card 
input description (sec. 6.3) for proper intialization or termination of 
data sets. 
TOO MANY CASES DEFINED MAX ALLOWED IS 36 
EXECUTION TERMINATED 
FATAL ERROR FOUND IN OVERLAY nnn 
EXECUTION TERMINATED FOR CASE nn 
FIND NEXT CASE 
5 INVALID NUMBER OF REDUCED FREQUENCIES nnnnnn 
6 INVALID REFERENCE CHORD nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn 
7 INVALID REFERENCE SEMISPAN nnnnnnnnnnnnn 
8 INVALID REFERENCE AREA nnnnnnnnnnnnn 
9 NO. PANEL OR BODY DEFINED - CHECK DATA 
10 NO. OF PANELS nnnn EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (40) ALLOWED 
11 NO. OF BODIES nnnn EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (20) ALLOWED 
12 NO. OF STRIPS nnnn EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (70) ALLOWED 
13 INVALID SYMMETRY OPTION NDELT = nnnnnn 
14 INVALID MACH NUMBER (MIN = 0.0, MAX = 0.9999) 
15 INVALID YAW MOTION FLAG NYAW = nnn 
16 KEYWORD MISSING FOR MODAL INPUT DATA 
17 INVALID X-COORDINATES FOR PANEL nnnnn 










NUMBER OF BOXES DEFINED EXCEEDS 400 
NUMBER OF BODY DIVISIONS EXCEEDS MAX (20) ALLOWED 
INVALID BODY ENDPOINTS FOR BODY nnnnn 
INVALID CAMBER MODE AXIS DEFINED FOR AIC MODE nnnnn FOR 
STRIP nnnnn 
WRONG NUMBER OF BOXES SPECIFIED nnnnn 
PROGRAM FOUND nnnnn 
WRONG NUMBER OF BODY ELEMENTS nnnnn 
PROGRAM FOUND nnnnn 
FETAD ERROR CODE = nnnnn FOUND WHILE DEFINING SA ARRAY 
TAPE nnnnnnn ERROR CODE INTERPRETATION 
= 1 ILLEGAL TAPE NAME OR NUMBER 
= 2 BUFFER TOO SMALL 
= 3 TOO MANY FILES (MAX 49) 
26 FETAD ERROF CODE = nnnnn FOUND WHILE DEFINING NTPQ 
TAPE aaaaaa 
27 READTP ERROR IRR = nnnnn WHILE READING 1ST MATRIX OF SA 
ARRAY 
28 NUMBER OF MODES REQUESTED nnnnn 
NUMBER OF MODES IN SA ARRAY nnnnn 
29 ERROR FOUND IN COMPUTING MODAL DATA FROM SA ARRAY 
AINTG ERROR CODE WORD IS * 
*ABCDEFGXX MEANS ERROR NO. XX IN 
ROUTINE ABCDEFG 
*AINTG 1 MEANS INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENT 
ARRAY TYPE UNRECOGNIZABLE 
30 WRTETP ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN WRITING THE nnnTH MATRIX 
ON FILE aaaaaaa. 
ERROR CODE IRR = nnnnn 
31 PANELS ON SURFACE nnn WERE NOT INPUT CONSECUTIVELY 
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32 FLAG WAS SET TO SAVE AERODYNAMIC RESULTS INVALID TAPE 
NUMBER (NAETP) = aaaaaa WAS GIVEN 
33 INVALID FILE NAME 
6.6.2 READTP ERROR CODES 
Code Description 
0 No errors are detected during reading. 
1000 + I 
2 
An FSF error occurred, where I is the number of file marks remaining to 
be skipped when an end-of-information was encountered. 
The number of matrices or files to be skipped before reading starts is less 
than zero. 
3 The dimensioned number of rows in the matrix is less than zero. 
3000 + 1 An FSR error occurred, where I is the number of records remaining to be 
skipped when either an end-of-file or end-of-information was 
encountered. 
4 Number of rows in the matrix is greater than the dimensioned row size 
in the program. 
5 The name check failed. 
6 The number of rows in the matrix (M) times the number of columns (NJ 
is greater than the buffer size, or M  * NC 0. 
7 An end-of-file was read. If it occurs while reading the matrix ID. no 
information is stored in the user’s area. If it occurs while reading the 
matrix, the ID information will be stored. Note that the records will 
always be in pairs, and an end-of-file should always be encountered with 
the ID record. 
6.6.3 WRTETP ERROR CODES 
Code Description 
0 No errors are detected during writing 
1000 + I An FSF error occured, where I is the number of file marks remaining to 
be skipped when an end-or-information was encountered. 
2 The number of matrices or files to be skipped, before writing starts, is 
less than zero. 
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3 The dimensioned number of rows in the matrix is lesa than or equal to 
zero. 
3000 + I The actual number of rows is greater than the dimensioned number of 
rows in the matrix. 
6 The number of rows in the matrix (M) times the number of columns (N) 
is greater than the buffer size. 
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7.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM 
The configuration chosen for the example problem is illustrated in figure 20; included 
are a wing, strut, nacelle, and fuselage. There are three modes of motion: plunge, pitch, 
and roll. The wing is represented by two panels, one having nonzero dihedral. The 
nacelle is idealized as two slender bodies to accomodate both Z and Y motions. Each half 
of the interference shells is represented with three panels. The polynomial modal input 
option is utilized. The idealization is entirely demonstrational and is not to be regarded 
as an optimum one. 
7.1 INPUT DATA 
7.1.1 PARAMETERS AND GEOMETRY 
k = 0, 0.5 A = 6.4 
M = 0.85 c r = 1.5 
6 = 1.0 6 = 1.0 
E = 0 
Nacelle, Slender Body 1 
Y, = 2.0, z, = -0.5, Y doublets 
Element endpoints 2.0, 2.5, 3.25, 4.5 
Radii at endpoints 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 
Nacelle, Slender Body 2 
Y, = 2.0, z, = 0.5, Z doublets 
Element endpoints 2.0, 2.5, 3.25, 4.5 
Radii at endpoints 0.0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.0 
Fuselage, Slender Body 3 
Y, = 0.0, z, = 0.0, Z doublets 
Element endpoints 0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 
Radii at endpoints 0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 






Figure 20. -Configuration for Example Problem 






Xl x2 x3 x4 
2.0 4.0 2.5 4.0 iiLk 2.5 4.0 3.0 4.0 ‘1.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 
2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 
2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 
2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 
2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 
i4 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 































7.12 MODAL DATA 
Plunge, Mode 1 
Panels1 
Bodies 
ARQNRJ,O,O = 2cos yNR 
ARQIJ,N,M = 0.0 
~Qz,I,o,o = ~Ba,l,O.O = 1.0 
Pitch, Mode 2 (About x = 0) 
Panels’ 
Bodies 
ARQNR,z,I,o = co’ ‘NR 
AWI.Z,N,M = 0.0 
ARQ2,2,1,0 = ARQ3,2,1,a, = 1.0 
Roll, Mode 3 
PX&? ARQNR,~,o,o = YINR CO8 YNR + ZINR =nYNA 
ARQNR,~,oJ = 1.0, N8 = 1 
Bodies ARQl,z,o,o = 0.5 
mQ2,3,0,0 = 2.0 
AW&S,N,M = 0.0 




Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 
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2.50 c.00 2.433 
3 2 1.00 
1.00 
INTER 
2.50 4.00 2.00 
3 2 1.00 
1.00 
IHIER 
2.50 k.00 1.567 
3 2 1.00 
1.00 
INTER 
2.50 c. 00 1.567 
3 2 1.00 
1.00 
INTER 
2.00 4.00 0.000 




2.00 4.00 0.1166 




2.00 c.00 0.866 
3 3 1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
I WOilON NACELLE 
1.00 4 0 1 11 
3.25 4.50 
0.50 0.00 
1 NOTION NICELLE 

















MI-IOES PULYhUlll4L COEFFICIENTS 
3 k0 3 0 l 3c 6 
PANEL 
1 1 1 2 I 1 310 kll 510 6 1 I 7 1 I 
UlO 9 1 1 10 I I 11 1 0 12 1 1 1 2 1 221 
3 2 0 c 2 1 520 b 2 1 7 2 1 820 921 
10 2 1 II 2 0 12 2 I 1321 2321 3321 5321 


















































































0 0 O.Rt.6 
0 0 O.Rb6 
1 O-O.Dbb 

















































. . ..L..~.............~.....................~...~...... 
. l 
. PPOGYAM 121641 VERSION 4PR 28, 11 NOY PUNNlN(;. l 
. IHE PROGCAH IS PAR1 OF IHE OYLOFLl SYSTEM l 
. DEVELOPED FOR N4S4 UNUEC CON7114Cl NASL-13918. l 
. O47E OF FUN IS 77/09/l 7. . 
. TIME OF PUN IS lC.lE.lC. . 
. l 
. . . . . . ..L....................~........~.~.~.~........~ 
PFOCIAH L216 SAMPLE PIIUBLEH UING. SlPUT. NACELLE, FUSELAGE 
:UELVF PANELS IZ-hING,I-SlRUl.~-NACELLF INTERFERENCE, 
3-FUSELAGE INlEPFlPtNCEI 
THPIF SLCNOEP BODIES II-NACELLE,Z-NPCELLE,FUSELAGEI 
SEVkNTFEN STPlPS I5-YING,l-SIPUT,6-NACfLLE INTERFERENCE, 
b-FUSLLACE IhlCkFEPFNCEI 
THllT” F”UC BOXES II-b,ING,Z-SlLUl,lZ-NACELLE INTERFERENCE, 
IZ-FUSELAGE INlECFELENCtl 
NIYE LINE EttMENTS I3-EACH SLENDER BODY) 
THPEE OOF IPLU~GE,PllCn,ROLL/ 
PITCH IEF X-O, ROLL REF Y - 0, 2 - 0 
POLYNOMIAL MODE INPUT 
1 1 
CPU TIME ISECONDS) - -155 
. . . . . ..*.*.....*...... 
. l 
. INPUT PACAMEIERS . 
. . 
..*....~*.*..**..+***. 
MACH NUMBE(I -8500 
?ET4 .52b8 
QEkLPElrCE CHURO 1.5000 
REFEYENCE SEMI-SP4N 1.0000 
REFEYtNCE AREA 6.4000 
PEOUCEO FbFOUENCIES 0. 
,,,TAL N’,HE’ER OF PANELS 12 
TUTAL h”143LP OF BllOlES 3 
TOTAL NU*dER OF STRIPS 11 
NUMBED OF VEP,,CAL PANEL STLIPS ON Y.0 PLANE 
NUMBER OF VELTICAL PANEL BOXES ON Y-0 PLANE 
“0, ION IS SYMMETRIC 












4ERO OAT4 MILL BE SAVE0 ON IAPE SAVAER 
.~..~..,.....~~l~l..~. 
l . 
. GEOMETRY 0414 l 
I . 
. . . . ..I.LI~.....~.~... 
l ..,.*.**.*..*..***. 
l . 
l PANEL GEOMETRY l 
c . 
CL.........****.*... 
Xl - INBOAPO LEPOING EDGE X COORDINATE 
x2 - INBOAIIO TRAILING EWE X COOROIN4TE 
X3 = OUl0UALO LEADING EOGE X COOROINAIE 
x4 - UUl0OAPO IRAILING EDGE X COOROlN4TE 
Yl - INBOARD Y COOCOlNATE 
‘I2 . t ,UI8flAPD Y COOYOlNATE 
21 - INeOAnO 1 COORDINATE 
12 - OUTBO4PD L COORO1N4lE 
l ** PANEL NO. 1 INPUT VALUES l ** 
Xl - 2.000000 x2 = 4.000000 Yl - .ObbOOO LI - .500000 
x3 - 2.500000 X4 - 4.000000 12 - 2.000000 12 - .500000 
3 CIUIRDUISE DIVISION BOUNOARIES FOR PANEL I IN FRACTION OF CHORD 
0. .5000E*OO . lOOOE*Ol 
3 SPANYISE DIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 1 IN FRACTION OF SPAN 
0. .5OOOE+OO .1000E+01 
COOROlN4lES OF BOX CORNERS 
9 80X COPNERS FOR PANEL 1 
x Y L 
.20000E~Ol .Bbt,OOE+OO .5OOOOEtOO 
.300COt+0l ..366COt+00 .50000Et00 
.COOOOE101 .BbhOOE+OO .50000E~OO 
.22500E*Ol .14330EtOl .50000E+OO 
.31250E*Ol .14330E+Ol .50000EtOO 
.400OOE+Ol .1433OEtOl .50000E+OO 
.2500OE+Ol .20000E~Ol .50000Et00 
. 32500E+Ol .200@0E+Ol .50000E+00 
.4OOOOE+Ol .20000EtOl .50000E~00 
SIRIP L.E. CENTERLINE X-CflOROINAlES 
.21250E*Ol .23750E~Ol 
AVERAGE CHORDLENGTH OF SlRIPS 
.18750EtOl .16250E+Ol 
..I PANEL NO. 2 INPUT VALUES l ** 
Xl - 2.500000 X2 - 4.000000 VI - 2.000000 Zl - .500000 
x3 n 3.000000 X4 - 4.000000 I2 - 3.000000 LZ = 1 .oooooo 
3 CHOhOlllSE DIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 2 IN FRACTION OF CHORD 
0. .SCOOEtOO . lOOOE+Ol 
3 SPINYISE OIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 2 IN FRACTION OF SIAN 
0. .5000E+OO . lOOOE~01 
COORDINATES OF BOX CDRNERS 
9 80X CORNERS FOR PANEL 2 
x ” I 
.25000EtOl .2ooonFtol .50000E-00 





.33750EtOl .25OOOE~Ol .75OOOE*OO 
.400GOEtOI .ZSOOOE+Ol .75OOOEtOO 
.30000E~Ol .30000E~Ol .l0000E+Ol 
,350OOE~Ol .30000E*Ol .lOOOOE+Ol 

. . . PlNEL N”. 4 INPUT VALUES ..* 
Xl n 2.500000 X2 - 4.000000 “1 - 2.000000 II - 0.000000 
.x3 - 2.500000 X4 - 4.000000 12 - 2.433000 22 - -.250000 
3 CHOROYISE DIVISION BOUNO4RIES FOR PANEL 4 IN FRACYION OF CHORD 
0. .5000E~OO . lOOOEtOl 
2 SPINYISE DIVISION BOUNO4RIES FOR PANEL 4 IN FRACTION OF SPAN 
0. .lOOOE~0l 
COOROIN4TES OF BOX CLIIINERS 
6 80X CORNERS FOR PAhEL 4 
I Y 1 
.2500OE+Ol .ZOOCOE~Ol 0. 
.32500E*Ol .2OCOOE~Ol 0. 
.4OOOOE*OI .20000E*Ol 0. 
.25000EtOl .24330EtOI -.25000E~OO 
.32500E*Ol .2433OE~Ol -.25000E*OO 
.40000E*Ol .24330E*Ol -.25OOOE+OO 
SlPIP L.E. CENTEPLINE X-CMROINAIES 
.25000E~Ol 
AVtRAGE tbUlPOLENGTH OF STRIPS 
.15000E+Ol 
*CL PANEL NO. 4 INPUl VALUES .** 
Xl - 2.500000 X2 = 4.000000 Yl * 2.433000 11 - -.250000 
x3 9 2.500000 X4 = 5.000000 I2 - 2.433000 22 - -.750000 
3 CHORWlSE OIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 5 IN FRACTION OF CHDRO 
0. .SOCOEeOO . lOOOE+Ol 
2 SPANYISE DIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 5 IN FRACIION OF SPAN 
0. .l000E~Ol 
COLlROIN4TES OF BOX CDllNERS 
6 BOX CORNERS FOR PANFL 5 
x Y 1 
.25OCOE~Ol .24339E+Ol -.25000E~!,O 
.325COE~OL .ZC,,OF+Ol -.25000E+OO 
.~00005~0t .2433OE*OL -.ZSOOOE+OO 
.25CUOE*Ol .2433OEtOI -. 75000Et00 
.3250OEtOl .24330EiOt -. 75000EtOO 
.40000E*Ot .2433OEtOl -. 15000E+00 
STRIP L.E. CEN7tRLINE X-COOPOINAlES 
. ZSOOOE rO1 
AVERAGE CHOROLENGTH OF STRIPS 
.15000E+Ol 
. . . CANEL NO. 6 INPUT VALUES l *. 
Xl - 2.500000 X2 - 4.ocoooo Yl - 2.533000 21 - -.750000 
x3 - 2.500000 XC - 4.000000 I2 - 2.000000 I2 - -1.000000 
3 CHOFOYISE OIVlSION BOUNOARIES FOR PANEL b IN FR4tTION OF CHORD 
0. .50COEtOO .LOOOE+Ol 
2 SPANYISE OlVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 6 IN FRACTION OF SPAN 
0. .lOOOEtOl 
COOROIN4lES OF BOX CORNERS 
6 BOX CORNERS FOR PANEL 6 
x ” 7. 
.25000E~OI .2+330EtOl -. 75000EtOO 
.32500EtOI .24330EtOI -. 75000EtOO 
.4OCOCEIOI .ZC33OEtO, -. 7500OEtOO 
.25000EtOl .20000EtOl -. IOOOOEtOI 
.32500E*OI .20000E~OI -.lOOOOE+01 
.kOOOOE r0, .20000EtOl -.lOOOOE+OI 
SlRlP L.E. CENTE4LINE X-COOROIN47ES 
.25000EtOl 
AVEPAGE CHORDLENGTH OF STRIPS 
.15OOOEtOl 
.a. PANEL NO. 7 INPUT VALUES .*. 
XI - .,2.500000 X2 - 4.000000 I, - 2.000000 L, - -1.000000 
X3 - 2.500000 X4 - 4.000000 I2 - 1.5blOOO 22 - -.750000 
3 CHOROYISE OIVISIW BOUHO4RIES FOR PINEL 7 IN FPACTION OF CHORD 
0. .5000E+OO .IOOOE~01 
2 iP4NUISE OIVISION 0OUNOARlES FOR PANEL 1 IN FP4ClION OF SPAN 
0. .IOOOE+Ol 
COOLOIN47ES OF BOX CORNERS 
b BOX CORNERS FOR PANEL 7 
L Y 1 
.25OOOE+O, .2OOOOEtOI -.lOOOOEt01 
.325CCEIOl .ZCOOOE.Ol -.,OOOOEtO, 
.IOOOOE*Ol . ZOOOOE.01 -.,OOOOE.91 
. ZSCOOE l Ol .15670EtOl -. 75000E+OO 
-.32500EtOl .15LIOFtOl -. 750OOE100 
.40COOE *Ol .15b7OE*Ol -. 750OOE100 
STRIP L.E. CENTERLINE X-COORDINATES 
.25000E+Ol 
AVERAGE CHOROLENGIH OF STRIPS 
.15OOOEtOl 
l ** PANEL No. 0 INPUT VALUES l . . 
Xl = 2.500000 X2 - 4.000000 “‘1 - 1.5b7000 21 - -.750000 
x3 n 2.500000 X4 - 4.000000 Y2 - 1.567000 22 - -.250000 
3 CKIROYISE DIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 8 IN FRACTION OF CHORD 
0. .5000EtOO . lOOOE+OI 
2 SPANWISE DIVISION BOUNDIRIES FOR PANEL 8 IN FRACTIUN OF SPAN 
0. .IOOOE~Ol 
CUOFOINATES OF llOX CWiNERS 
6 DUO1 CORNERS FOR PANEL 8 
x Y L 
.ZSOCOE *O, .15670E+Ol -.75000E+OO 
.325OOEtO, .15670E~Ol -. 75000E+OO 
.40000E 40, . lSb7OEIOl -. 75000E+OO 
.25OOOEtOl .15670Et01 -.25OOOE+00 
.325DOE a01 .15b7OE*Ol -.25000E*OO 
.~OGOOEIOL . lS67OE~Ol -.ZSOOOE+OO 
SlRlP L.E. CENIERLINE X-COORDINAIES 
.25OOOE*Ol 
AVERAGE CHUROLENGTH OF SIPIPS 
.15000ErOl 
l ** IANEL NO. 9 INPUI VALUE5 l ** 
XI - 2.500000 X2 - 4.000000 VI - 1.567000 2, . -.250000 
x3 - 2.500000 X4 - 4.000000 Y2 - 2.000000 12 - 0.000000 
3 CHDROYISE OIVISIUN BUUNOARIES FOR P4NEL 9 IN FRACTION OF CHORD 
0. .5000E*OO .IOOOE~01 
2 SPANYISE DIVISION DOUNO4RIES FOR PANEL 9 IN FR4CTION OF SPAN 
0. .lOOOEtOl 
COOPOIN4TES OF BOX CORNERS 
6 80X COPNERS FOR PANEL 9 
x ” I 
.2500DEtOl .l5670E+OI -.25OOOE+OO 
.525OOE+Ol .15670EtOI -.25OOOE+OO 
.~0000~~01 .15670EtOl -.25000E+OO 
.25000E.O, .20000E~Ol 0. 
.325OOE101 .ZCOOOE+Ol 0. 
.COOOOE~Ol .20000EtOl 0. 
SlRlP L.E. CENIEPLINE X-COOROIN4lES 
.25000E+Ol 
AVERAGE CHOROLENCltl OF STRIPS 
. l5OOOE*Ol 
. . . PANEL NO. IO INPUT VALUES l . . 
x1 - 2.000000 x2 - 4.ocoooo Yl = 0.000000 L, - I .oooooo 
x3 - 2.000000 14 - 4.000000 Y2 - .RbbOOO 22 - .500000 
3 CHORDYISE OIVISIOU BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 10 IN FPAC7lON OF CHORD 
0. .liOCOE+OO .lOOOE+Ol 
3 SPANYISE OIVISION BOUNO4RIES FOR PANEL 10 IN FRACIION OF SPAN 
0. .50COE+OD .lOOOE~01 
CClOLDlN47ES OF BOX COPNERS 
9 BOX CflllNERS FOR PANEL 10 
x ” I 
. ZOOOOE rO1 0. .lOOOOE~OI 
.3COOOF l o, 0. . lOOOOE+Ol 
.COOOOE*O, 0. .10000E~Ol 
.izOCOOE.OI .433COE*oo .75000Et00 
.SOCOCEtOl .43300E+OO .7500oEt00 
.400COE *Ol .r.3300EtOO .75000E+OO 
.20000E.0l . BLbOOEtOO .50000E+00 
.30000E t01 . LibbOOEtOO .50000E+OO 
.40000E+Ol .rlb600EtOO .50000E~OO 
STklP L.E. CENlERLINE X-COOROINATES 
.2OOOOE~Ol .200OOE+Ol 
AVERAGE CHORDLENGTH OF STPIPS 
.ZOOOOEtOl .ZOOOOE+Ol 
..I PANEL NO. 11 INPUT VALUES **a 
Xl - 2.000000 x2 - 4.000000 VI - .a66000 21 - .500000 
x3 - 1.000000 x4 - 4.r)ooooo v2 - .866000 12 . -.500000 
3 CHOPWISE OIVISIOH BOUNDARIES FOP PANEL II IN FRACTIW OF CHORD 
0. .500OE+OO .lOOOE~Ol 
3 SPANYISE DIVISION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL II IN FRACTION OF SPAN 
0. .500OE+OO .lOOOE+OI 
COOPOlN47ES OF BOX COPNEPS 
9 BOX CORNERS FOR PANEL 11 
V 1 
.20O”“EtOl .“bbo”E+oo .50000EtO0 
.,CO~Otrol . Et.bCOEtOO .5OOOOE*OO 
.kOOOOE*Ol .t16bOOE+OO .50000E*OO 
.2oOOOE*ol . tlttoof *oo 0. 
.3OOOOEtOl .8bbPOEtOO 0. 
.COOOOF~Ol .86600E+OO 0. 
.2000UE*Ol . BbbOOE100 -.500oOE~00 
.30000E tO1 .WLPOEtOO -.50000E+OO 
.COOOOE+Ol . BbbOOE tO0 -. 50OOOE+OO 
5lklP L.E. CENIERLlllE X-C00101N4TES 
.20000E+Ol .20000E+OI 
AVERAGE CHOPOLENGIH OF STPIPS 
.ZOOOOE*OL .20000E+Ol 
.*. PANEL NU. 12 INPUT V4L”ES 9.. 
Xl = 2.000000 x2 - 4.000000 Vl - .BbbOOO 21 - -.500000 
x3 = 2.000000 xc - 4.000000 I2 - 0.000000 12 - -1.000000 
3 CnOROUlSE OIVl5ION BOUNDARIES FOR PANEL 12 IN FYACTION OF CHORD 
0. .5oooE*oo .lOOOE+OI 
3 SPANYISE DIVISION BOUNOARtES FOR PANEL 12 IN FXAC71ON OF SPAN 
0. .5000EeOO .lOOOE+Ol 
COOLOlN4lES OF 00X tOllWEllS 
9 80X CORNERS FOR PANEL 12 
x V 1 
.200OOE*Ol . BbbOUEtOO -.51000E~J0 
.300C0E~01 .I)LbOOE+OO -.50000E~OO 
.kOOOCE101 .Bb600EtOO -.500OOEtOO 
.2OOOOE*Ol .433COEtOO -.75OOOEtOO 
.3OOOOE*Ol .433oOE*oo -.ISOOOE+OO 
.s0000Et01 .43300E*OO -.75000E+00 
.ZOOOOE+Ol 0. -.10000E~Ol 
. 3000CEbOl 0. -.10000E~Ol 
.WOOOE*Ol 0. -.lOOOOE+Ol 
8 
SIRIP L.E. CENIERLINE I-COUROIN4lES 
.20000E~Ol .200OOE*Ol 
AVERAGE CHOPOLENGlH OF STRIPS 
.20000E~Ol .20000EtOl 
. . . . . . l ...* . . . . . 
l PINEL “AI). . 
..*......*.*...* 
ARYAV OF CUMULATIVE BOX NUMBERS FOR ALL PANELS 
c n Ill 12 IC 16 18 20 22 26 30 3‘ 
DlhEDI4.L ANGLES FOP .LL PANELS 
0.00 26.51 270.00 330.00 270.00 210.00 
150.00 90.00 30.00 330.00 270.00 210.00 
.**...I...*.*... 
. SILIP DA,* . 

















.17BlSOE l Ol 
.2165UOEtOO 
































































. . . . . ..L........ 
. BOX GEOMETRV. 
*.*...*...I..... 
PART L 
COORDINATES OF BON EDGES AT l/4 CHORD PCINTS 
























































































































































































.2250C+Ol ;i330E*00 ;75OOE+OO ?i 
.325L;c+o1 .433oF+oo .15oOEtOO 24 
.225”F+Ol .UbbOFtOO .bOOOE+OO 25 
.325Ol+Ol .8bbOEtOO .5oooc~oo 26 
.225OE+Ol .8660E*OO 0. 27 
.3250E+Ol .86bOE*OO 0. 28 
.225OEtOl’ .0660E~OO -.5000ft00 29 
.3250EtOl .BbhOE+OO -.5000EtOO 30 
.2250E+Ol .433OEtOO -.7500E+OO 3‘ 
.3250E+Ol .C330E+OO -.7500ttOO 32 
.225OE*Ol 0. -.IOOOE~Ol 33 
.3250EtOl 0. -. lOOOE+Ol 3k 
COOPOlNATES OF RUX SENDING AND llECElVlNG POINTS 
l/C CHODO POINIS 3/4 CHOP0 POINTS 
I I x 
.‘15OE1Ol .SOOCE+OO .2828E~Ol 
BOX 

















































































































.ll5OftOl .5000E~00 .3lbbEtOl 
.‘7IlE~Ol .500”E*OO .2984E+Ol 







































































































.2‘65E+OO -.8750E+OO .2750EtOl .2‘65EtOO -.8750Etoo 33 
.2lb5f+oo -.8750EtOO .3750E+Ol .2‘65EtOO -.8750Et00 34 
PAR1 3 
X-COOROI~ATES OF SENU‘NG POINTS AS FCIClIflNS OF SIPIP CHOlOLENGlH 
.l25noof.oo .625000F.00 
.625CIaJF *CO .1250”0E.00 
.125COJE.00 .425003F*OO 
.625”COE tC0 .l25OCOE.00 
.125UOOE.00 .425000E.00 
.625000E*OO .‘25OO”E.00 
.1250UUE .OO .625000E.00 


























































































. . . ..*.*.**.......*o 
. . 
. 8001 GEOMETRV . 
. . 
l *.*..*..+****.*.*., 
l . . now NO. I INPUT VALUES l ** 
CENTEL OF BODY CflflPUlNA~ES I - 2.000000 I - - .500000 
VFLAG - 1 lFL4C - 0 MODE SHAPE COEFFICIENT . 1.000000 
noon 801 LIMITS ON INTERFERENCE P4FlELS FOP rnls BODY I ii 22 
6 BODY ELEMENT ENOPOlNlS FOR BOOY NO. 1 
.2000OOE~Ol .250”00E*Ol .325000E+Ol .450000E*Ol 
4 noon RADII AT ELEMENT ENDPOINTS FOR noon NO. i 
0. .5000COE*OO .5000COE*OO 0. 
l ** now NO. 2 INPUT VALUES l .* 
CENIEP OF nuov COORO~NATES ‘I =  2.000000 2  n  -.500000 
YFLAG - 0 IFLAG - 1 MODE SHAPE COEFFICIENT . 1.000000 
BODY BOX L‘HITS ON INTERFERENCE PANELS FOR THIS BODY - Al 22 
4 noon ELFMENT ENOPOINIS FOP noon NO. 2 
.200000E+0‘ .25OOOOE*Ol .325000E*Ol .450000E+Ol 
C BODY R4011 41 ELEMENI ENDPOINTS FUR BODY NO. 2 
0. .500000E*00 .500000E*OO 0. 
l ** BODY NO. 3 INPUT VALUES .a* 
CENTEY OF BOOV COUROlN4TES V - 0.000000 I - 0.000000 
*FLAG - 0 lFL4C - I MODE SHAPE COEFFICIENT - 1.000000 
Boo” 804 LIMITS ON INTERFERENCE PANELS FOR THIS BODY - 23 34 
4 BOOY ELEMENT EMPOINlS FOR OOOY N0. 3 
0. 
0. 
.200000E.0, .4000COEt0, .600000E*01 
Z BOO” RIO,, AT ELEMENT ENDPOINTS FUR BOO” NO. 3 
.100000E.0, .100000Et01 0. 
.**.**..*........ 
. BOO” PRLIIS . 
. ..***..*...*.... 
RECEIVING POINI SENDING LEWTH AVG.RAOIUS BOX 
x I 2  NO. 
.ZZSOEtOl e2000E.0, - .SCOOE+OO .Z250E+Ol .SOOOEtOO .2500EtOO 35 
..?L)?SEtOl .2OOOE~OI -.5000Et00 .2875E+Ol .15nOf+o’) .5000Ft00 36 
.3875EeOl .2000E*Ol - .50oOE+OO .3875ElOl .1250EtOI .25OuEtOO 37 
.2250E101 .2COOZ~OI -.SOOOEtOO .225OE+OI .suoortoo .2500EtOO 38 
.2875E*Ol .2000E+Ol -. 5000E100 .2815E*Ol .7500EtOO .5000f+00 39 
.3d75E+Ol .ZOOOEtOl -.SOOOE*CO .3875EtOl .125OE*Ol .25OOE100 40 
. IOOOE+Ol 0. 0. .lOOOEtOl .2000E+Ol .SOOOEtOO 4, 
.3000E+Ol 0. 0. .3000EtOl .ZOOOEtOl . lOOOE+OI 42 
.5000E*OI 0. 0. .SOOOEtOl .ZOOOEtOl .SOOOEtOO 43 
. ..**.......CI.L.+.....*.. 
. 
. EN0 OF GEOMETRV OATA : 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..C............ 
. ..-- 
. . . . . ..*.......*.....* 
. . 
. MODAL OAT4 . 
. . 
. . . . . . ..*.*..*....*... 
POLYNOl4IAL 0.T. FOP *ODES OEFlNEO 
P61~7 PCESSURES Ah0 LEN. FORCES 
TOTAL NWdER OF MODES 
TOIlL N”*BER OF MODES 3 
TOTAL NVMBEP “F COEFFICIENTS 40 
HUHLIEII OF COEFFICIENTS FOR PlNELS 34 
HUMBEfI OF COEFFlClEHlS FOR LtOOIES 6 
POLYNOMIAL MODE OEFlNlllON 




























NO. IX I 51 I” I 51 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
I 0 0 
L 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 
2 I 0 
2 1 0 
2 I 0 
2 1 0 
2 1 0 
2 1 0 
2 I 0 
3 0 0 
3 0 1 
3 0 0 
3 0 1 
3 0 0 
3 0 L 
3 0 0 
3 0 1 
3 0 0 






























3 0 0 
3 0 1 
3 0 0 
3 0 I 
3  0 0 
3 0 I 
3 0 0 
3 0 I 
3  0 0 
3 0 0 
3 0 0 
3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 




















POLYNOMIAL MODE OEFINITION 
PANEL “ODE POWER OF POuER OF COEFFICIENT 
NO. NO. tx I 51 (V I 51 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 0.0000 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 




10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
10 3 0 0 
THE 34 B-HATLIX ELEHENTS FOR MODE NO. I 
- .531563E*OO -.531563E~OO - .460688E*OO -.460688EtOO -.34358bE*OO -.343586E+OO -.281116E+OO -.281116E~OO 0. 
. - .324743EtOO -.324143E*OO 0. 0. .3247+3EtOO .324743E+OO .324743E+OO .324743E*OO 0. 
-.324743EtOO -.324743EtOO -.432990E+OO -.432990E*OO -.432990E+OO -.43299OE+O0 0. 0. 0. 
.432990E+OO .432990E+OO .432S90E+OO .432990E+OO 




-.1254lbE*Ol -.175250E*Ol -.,107,,EtO, -.,Sb202E10, -.9b0967E+OO -.,197,RE.OI -.847739EtOO -.1005B7E*01 0. 0. 
-.072746E*OO -.lllt30E~O1 0. 0. .872146EtOO .lllb3OF+Ol .872746EtOO .lllb30EtOl 0. 0. 
-.872746E*OO -. ,l,‘,OE~O, -.974229EtOO -.,40722E*O, -.974L29EtOO -.140722E*Ol 0. 0. 0. 0. 
.974229E+OO .140722EtOI .574229EtOO . ls072ZE*Ol 
THE 34 8-MA711,X ELEMENTS FOR MODE NO. 3 
-.61103lErOO - .L,1031E+OO -.79077OE*OO -.790770EtOO -.OBObB2EtOO -.880682E.00 -.896339E*OO -.896339E+OO .937500E-01 .937500E-01 
-.743232EtOO -.743232E*“O -.lB750OErOO -.1875OOE*OO .55574OEtOO .555740EbOO .743236EtOO .743236ElOO .LB75OOEtOO .187500E*OO 
-.555736EtOO -.55573bE+OO 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
PULVNOMlAL MOOE OEFlhlllON 
noov NODE POYER OF POYER OF COEFFlCIENf 
NO. NO. IX I 51 tv I 51 apical 
2 1 0 0 -1.0000 
3 1 0 0 -1.0000 
: : : 0 -1.0000 
: : 0 0 -2.0000 -.5000 
IHE 9 !3-MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR MODE NO. I 
0. 0. 0. -.250000EtOO -.750000E+OO -.625000E+OO -.100000E~Ol -.200000E*Ol -.lOOOOOE+Ol 
THE 9 B-MAlRlX ECEHENlS FOR MODE NO. 2 
0. 0. 0. -.562500EtOO -.215625E+Ol -.252180E+Ol -.IOOOOOE*Ol -.b00000E+Ol -.500000E+Ol 
THE 9 B-WATRIX ELEMENTS FOR MODE NO. 3 
-. 1 ZSOOOE+OO -.375000E+OO -.312500E+OO -.500OOOEtOO -.150000E+Ol -.125OOOE+Ol 0. 0. 0. 
.*.......................**.....**,*...*.. . l 
. REDUCED FREQUENCY - 0. l 
. . 
“.C....*...................*.*.......*... 
THE PIOOYHYASH Y ELEMENTS FOR HOOE NO. 1 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
THE 34OOYNYASH Y ELEHENTS FGU “ODE NO. 2 
.100000E~Ol 0. .100000E~Ol 0. .100000E+Ol 0. 



















0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
THE 34OOYNYASH Y ELEMENTS FOR “ODE NO. 3 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
THE 9 YJ WATCIX ELEMENTS FOR MOE NO. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
THE 9 YJ-PRIHE ELEMENTS FOC MODE NO. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 OF LINE ELEMENT PRESSURE COEFFlClEN7 HAlRlX 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 



































































0. :: 0. :: 0. 0. .,OOOOOE~Ol 0. 
.IOOOOOE+Ol .lOOOOOE tO1 .lOOOOOE~OI 0. .100000E~Ol 0. 
THE 9 YJ-PPICIE ELEMENTS FOP IlODE NO. 2 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
COL. NO. 2 OF LINE ELEMEN7 PRESSURE COEFFICIENT MA7RlX 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
-.251327EtOA 0. .314159E+Ol 0. 0. 0. 
THE 9 YJ HATRIX ELEMENTS FOR ROOE NO. 3 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
IHE 9 YJ-PRIME ELEMENTS FOX MODE NO. 3 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
COL. NO. 3 UF LINE ELEMENT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT MITIIX 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 














































. . . . . . . . . ..o.........*.*..*.*.*. 
. l 
. BOX PLESSWE DIFFERENCES . 
. l 
l . . . . . . . . . . . . ...**...........*.. 
xoc x I .? 
.I2500 2.35938 1.14950 .50000 
.‘2500 3.29688 1.14950 .50000 
-12500 2.57813 1.71‘50 .50000 
.t2500 3.39063 1.7lbSO .50000 
.I2500 2.19688 2.25030 .‘2500 
.t2500 ,.4d438 2.25000 .62500 
.I2500 3.01563 2.15000 .n7500 
.t.?soo 3.57813 2.75000 .R7500 
.I2500 2.6d750 2.00030 .25000 
.t2500 3.43750 2.00000 .25000 
.12510 2.68750 2.21650 -.I2500 
.t2500 3.43750 2.21050 -.I2500 
.1250') 2.68750 2.43300 -.5')300 
.‘2500 3.43750 2.43300 -.50*00 
.12500 2.ed7:O 2.2lLSO -.87500 
.62500 3.s3750 2.21650 -.87500 
.I2500 2.68750 1.7tl150 -.a7500 
.t2500 3.43750 I. 78350 -..57500 
.125CO 2.68750 1.56700 -.5ocoo 
.‘2500 3.41750 1.56700 -.50000 
.12500 2.bt1750 1.78350 -.12500 
.62500 3.43750 1.78350 -.12500 
.12500 2.25030 .21‘50 .87500 
.e2500 3.25003 .21650 .87500 
.I2500 2.25000 .c4950 '.‘2500 
..+2500 3.25000 .I.4950 .‘2500 
.125'30 2.25000 . R“00 .25000 
.b2500 3.25000 .ebbOO .25000 
-12500 2.25000 .86600 -.25000 
.bZSOO 3.25000 .8“00 -.25000 
.I2500 2.25000 .‘4950 -.‘2500 
.02500 3.25000 'Lb4950 -.‘2500 
.12500 2.25000 .21‘50 -.a7500 








































: SECTIONAL OElIV4TlVES : 
. 
. . . ...*..*......**.....**.* 
NODE NO 1 






















































. 0OOV . 
l SEC7lONAL OEIIV4lIVES . 
. . 


















LlF7 COEFFICIENT MOMENT COEFF 


































MODE NO 1 
DOOV NO. * L vos LWWLCOEFFICIENT 
IRAG 
1 2.0000 -.5000 2.0000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 2.0000 -.5000 2.0000 0.000000 0.000000 
3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 
. . . . ..*....*...*..**....... 
. . 
. 10741 DEIIV47lVES . 
. . 
.*...*......*............*. 










































cv - FOPCE COEFFICIENT IN V OlREC7IflN 
CN . PIKHING HOXENI COEFFlClEhr 
CN - VA.wlNC MOMENT COEFFlClEN7 
ELI . ROLLING MOMENT COEFFlClENl 
PEAL I HAG PEAL IMAG 
Cl - 0.000000 0.000000 cv - 0.000000 0.000000 
CN - 0.000000 0.000000 CN - 0.000000 0.000000 
CLIPOLLI = 0.000000 0.000000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..C........... 
. . 
. GENEIALIIEO AIRFOIICES l 
. . 
. . ..“....................P 
PPESSWE MODE DEFLECTION *DOE GENEEALIZED FORCES 
PEAL IM4GIN4RV 
I 1 0. 0. 
1 2 0. 0. 
1 3 0. 0. 
MODE NO 2 
80X NO. xoc 
1 .125CO 

































l . . . . . . . . . . ..*.................. 
. . 
. BOX PPESSUiE DlFFEllENCES . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...*....*.....*...**. 
x V 1 
2.35938 1.14950 .50000 
3.29610 l.l’r950 .509co 
2.57813 1.7lbSO .50000 
3.39Ob3 1.71650 .5OOOO 
2.7Yb00 2.25000 .62500 
3.J.8’138 2.25000 .62500 
3.01563 2.75000 ~.81500 
3.57813 2.75000 .01500 
2.b8750 2. oonoo .25OOO 
3.53750 2.OO”OO .25000 
2.tO750 2.2lL50 -.I2500 
3.113750 2.21650 -. 12500 
2.68750 2.43300 -.50000 
3.63150 2.43300 -.5COOO 
2.68750 2.21650 -.Ct7500 
3.43750 2.21650 -.87500 
2.61750 1.78350 -.RISCO 
3.63750 1.7n350 -.875!lO 
2.08150 1.56700 -.50000 
3.G3750 1.5b700 -.50000 
2.68750 I.78350 -.12500 
3.43750 I. 76150 -.I2500 
2.25300 .21650 .81500 
3.25OCO -21650 .87500 
2.25000 .64950 .62500 
3.25000 .64950 .e2500 
2.25000 . BbbOO .25000 
3.25000 . BblJOO .25000 
2.25000 .BbbOO -.25000 
3.25000 .86600 -.25000 
2.25000 .65950 -.62500 
3.25’300 .b4950 -.62500 
2.25000 -21650 -.a7500 







































































. . . . . ..*....P......*....... 
. . 
. PANEL . 
. SEC7lONAL OE4IV4llVES . . . 
l .*....**.....*.....*...... 
MOE NO 2 
STRIP NO. V 1 vos 
1 1.1695 .5000 I.1495 
2 I.7165 .5000 1.7165 
3 2.2500 -6250 2.2500 
4 2.7500 .a750 2.7500 
5 2.0500 .2500 2.0000 
6 2.2lb5 -.I250 2.2165 
7 2.4,30 -.5000 2.6330 
I) 2.2165 -.8750 2.2165 
9 1.7835 -.6750 1.7835 
IO 1.5670 -. 5000 I.5670 
11 1.7835 -.,250 1.7835 
12 -2165 .8750 .2165 
13 .bh95 .b250 .b495 
1c .BbbO .2500 .a660 
15 .BbbO -.2500 .8bbO 
lb .b495 -.6250 .6595 
11 .2165 -.a750 .21b5 
. . . . . . ..*...*......I....... 
. . 
l BOO” . 
. SECTIONAL OEPlVAllVES l 
. . 
. . . . ..*.................... 
MODE NO 2 
BDDV HO. I I IDS 
I 2.0000 -.5000 *.nooo 
2 2.0000 -.5000 2.0000 
3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
.*....*...*.....*........*. . . 
. 70141 DEIIV4TIVES l 
. . 
.+.....*..P.*.l..*...**..,. 
cz - FOltE CDEFFlClENl IN I OIPECTIDN 
LIFT COEFFICIENI MOllENl COEFFlCli i l l 




































































CV - FORCE COEFFICIENT IN Y OIPECTIDN 
CM - PITCHING MUMEKT CflEFFlClENT 
CN - YAWING “DIIENT COEFFlClEN7 
CL1 - ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENI 
PEAL I *At 
ct - 3.1502%2 0.000000 
CN - -5.293oco 0.000000 
CLIFOLLI - 0.000000 0.000000 
cv - -.357263 0.000000 
CN - 0.000000 0.000000 
REAL ItlAG 
l . . . ..*.......*.CL*+~.***.. 
. 
: GENEP4LIZEO AIRFORCES l 
. . 
. . . . . ..*.......*....*..*... 








“00~ HO , 
. . . . ..*......t.....*.....*..*... 
. . 
. KS” PPE1IWE DIFFERENCES . 
. * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.....**.... 
. 
l BOO” . 
. IB,,O*LL OE~I”A7I”EI . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
i I: 
. . . . . ..*.................*. 
. . 
. Gmlsll,*lo IISIOREEI . 
. 
L...................... 
. . . . . ..*...............*........*......... 
. . 
. PlOULtO FLEWEllC” . .,00001.00 * 
. . 




. ‘““IL . 




. . . ..f..................... 
. . 
. DA”FL . 
. iKIII!H”L rJtPtYAr,YEI . 
. . 
.*.....*............,...... 
“OOE 110 2 
STRIP w. s I ““I 
. . ..*.*.....*..*........... 
. . 
. r0l.l Ot’l”lTlYE* . 
. . 
. . ..*.................*.... 
CI . FOl)CL LOE~IIC,~XI 111 I DIslLIlOU 
CV - FOLCE COEFFICIENT IN V OIPECTION 
CN - PIlCHING WIIENT CflEhFICIENl 
CN - VAYING MOMENT COEFFIClENl 
CLI * FGLLINC IIOMENT COEFFlClENl 
REAL I M4G 
CL - 2.04915k 5.746045 
CM - -1.220099 -7.335982 
CLl4OLLl . 0.000000 0.000000 
cv - .099798 -2.336062 




. GENERALIZED AIRFORCES l 
. 6  
. ..*..L.**.**........PP..*. 
PF.ESSUPE MODE DEFLECTlOW MODE GENER4LIZED FORCES 
PEAL II(4GIN4PV 
2 - .134327kkE+OL -.3037kb3kEtOZ 
2 : - .1170.5OOOE+02 -.70400771EtOZ 
2 3 - .k22190kQE~O2 -.4244b121E+02 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......*...*. 
. 6 
. PANEL . 
. SECllDNAL DE4IV4llVES . 
6 l 
..***..*..*.....*..*..*..*. 
MOE NO 3 







































. . . . . ..*.*.**....*........* 
. . 
. BODY . 



































PAOE NO 3 
BODY NO. V 7. vos LIFT COEFFICIENT 
REAL 1’146 
1 2.0000 -.5000 2.0000 -.066323 - .oooooo 
: 2.0000 0 -. 0.0000 5000 2.0000 0 00 -.215290 0.000000 -.oooooo 0.000000 
l . ..*...l......l**..b...*.. 
L . 
. TOTAL DtPlVATIVES l 
. . 
l . . . . . . . ...*........*...*.. 










-. 77087b .372335 






-.229007 -. kOZk25 
-.291822 .595Oil 
-.198141 rkOb331 
-. 122lkb .304835 
-.Oe.7388 .24k457 
HORENI COEFFlClENl 




CV - FORCE COEFFICIENT IN Y OICECTIM 
CN . l ITCWING MOMENT COEFFICIELT 
CN - VbNlNt MWENI  COEFFICIELT 
CL1 . ROLLING IWMELII COEFFlClENl 
REAL I n4t 
5:. I  -. .191593 ZlObPI -3.150492 2.0918bC 
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l CEMEUALI IEO AIRFOICES l 
. . 
. . ..Y..................... 
WlSLUE MODE DEFLECTlOW MOE CEYEIALIZEO FOlCES 
CEIL lH4Gl*AR* 
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